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AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Attorney at Law.
Notary Public.
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CoHretioas receive my prompt per-onal
tion.
Kc: turn et made day claim Is i>a!d.
Α
ι:.alters reported on

atten-

promptly.
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L(MT-BA!«K BOOK.

W erca-. W Κ Jones of Norway, guardian of
II irrlso· Noble, ha» no titled iue In writing tlwt
his ook of deposit. No. MML ha* been io**. and
e desires to haven duplicate book of deposit
t: d
ί 1.1 him, notice Is hereby given iln*t such
1-». will be is"ued unless the original l>ook Is
months allowed by
.. Tiled to nte wtthln six
-unite.
south Paris. Jan. 1:'. I'ju3.
*OUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
By ϋκυκοκ M. Aiwuol), Treasurer.
<·

Ι'ΚΟΒΛΤΚ NOTICES.
Γ
ill ικ'Γχοη* Interested lu either of the Estates
herelnafler named
At a Prolwtte Court, held at Paris. I· an··
-rtiieCountv of >xtor>i, on the thirl Tuesday oi
January, In the year of our Lord one thousàn·
The following maltet
nine hundred aid three
thcreupoi
navlng lieen presented for the action
1*
hereby < ·κι>κκ».ι>.
hereinafter Indicated. !t
That notice thereof l>e glveD to all |<ereons In
terestr<l, by causing a copy of this order to be
«
published three weeks successively In the >x
fori Democrat. a newspaper published at Soutl
Paris. In said County, that they may appear at »
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on th·
thirl Tuesday of l-eb.. A. 1>. I'AJ, at !♦ of the
c\«k In the forenoon, and be heart thereon il
they

improve

and

upon
horses are

proper food, and in cold weather with
stables, and by always breediu··
the best. It is the "business of
mankind to assist nature, but it can only
be done in the way iu which nature
desires to act. I do not believe our
cows like water any warmer than I do
myself, and that is the temperature of
spring or well water.
*>ul" cows are watered only once a day.
They are turned out into the yard at
noon, and if the weather is pleasant they
are left out two hours, during which
time the stables are cleaned and bedded,
the mangers cleaned out. and fodder put
m.
Except in severe weather they are
m no hurry to come in when the door is
opened. In stormy weather, or when
the thermometer is down to zero, they
are let out no longer than is necessary
for them to get a drink and they appear
anxious to «jet back as soon as possible.
1 would not care to have water in the
stable at the head of each cow, or water
In ordt r
warmer than ourspring water.
to ascertain whether watering once a day
was sufficient, 1 have tried ourcowswiti.
a pail of water at night, and they would
not touch it. I do not think cows care
for water oftener than once a day.
Professor Cook, of Vermont, does not
find any difference in results, whether
his cows are watered once or twice a
'la\, provided they get all they want
once a day. John Gould says that most
of his cows refuse to drink more than
once a day, ami that their performance
at the milk pail is «ji.ite satisfactory.
W lien ensilage, pumpkins or roots are
regularly fed, there is no doubt that cows
do not need water ofteuer than once a
day, and will not drink much then. Our
cows, when fed liberally with pumpkins
at the beginning of winter, will not touch
water at all.
I.. I. Hslier, one of the most successful dairymen of \ ermont, who makes
over four hundred pounds of butter

Maine.

street.

rV

improved by domestication in beiu·' supplied regularly with au abundance of

South Paris,

telephone.

'Hi,■«·
ii

(,t°.1K,iriVh'

some cases mankind can
The wild cattle
nature.
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It

justice

knows nothing about the
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Network warranted.
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not allowed to
I have
water for n,ilch cows in
winter, and consequently my ..pinion i^
<,υ
ar ®° niucb
about its benefits. ... farm papers as we
a
few
and
did
years ago,
this wo.il»!
>ien. to prove that the majority of farm
ers who have tried It have not
to be of much advantage.
John Gould says in "The Practical
fr armer :
-The idea of warming
perhaps, carried too far to one extreme
experiments go to show
when w»«er can be had at ύυ decrees a warm stable is more to be
desired and profitable, than warm waof Forr Atkinson.
vvi'
U is., says: "It 1 had water at 4Xdegrees
tLt' temperature of the earth"
or
and cows would drink it ar that temperwould not be to the trouble of
ature,
warming that water." Mr. Goodrich
warms the water for his cows, or did so
at the time he wfeote.
1 rofessor James \Y. Robertson, of
(anada. says: -There should be an
abundant supply of pure water easily
accessible by the cows
during hot
weather. It should be furnished at a
ι comfortable
temperature durin·' the
a , ur"forlable temperature,
J
i»e
probably means warmer thau icè
water. As nature does not furnish warm
water either from the clouds or the
earth, except in particular localities
where there are hot springs, it is reasonable to suppose that moderately cold
water is the proper beverage which the
Creator has supplied for animals, whethIt is true that in
er wild or domestic.
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in
ago bids fair to
in the next few years.
It is along these
lines that its true wealth lies. Ninetytwo per cent of the commerce of the islands results from it, even in its present
undeveloped state, and its possibilities
tor the future are almost beyond computation. There are now millions of acres
of land, of highest degree of fertility,
lying fallow, or upon which yet undisturbed forests or jungles stand. These
with favorable labor laws and the im
provements that follow in the trend of
modern advancement, are capable of producing wealth undreamed of, even by the
most sanguine.
Embracing in their
scope every soil and condition of humidity necessary to the growth of the most
valuable ι roducts of the tropics, the
opportunities for the skilled agriculturist are limitless. From the fields may
be taken rice, hemp, tobacco, sugar,
copra, cocoa, coffee, vanilla, indigo, and
the valuable libre of many plants: from
the orchards all of the tropical fruits
known to the Occident and many peculiar to these island·.; from the garden, all
kinds of domestic animals. From the
forests can be taken numerous valuable
woods and gums, among the latter india
rubber and gutta percha of the finest

Care of Cows in The Winter.

Terms

A

Agriculture

Correspond» nee on practical agricultural toplei
U solicited.
Addrew» all communication» In
te»ile«l ior this ilepartmeut to Henky l>

piping done to or· lei

water

SFhfc.» THK

see cause.

I.Cell's C. HATKS, late of Sumner,dec »sed.
Will and petition for probate thereof presented
b) I wi-C Bates, the executor therein η nied.

SARAH K. CROCKETT, late of Pails, de
cea-ed. Will «n i petition for probate thereof
ente·! by Eliza II. Moore, the executrix there
In named.
PETER S. HxSKELL. late of Water'orl.
Will and petition for probate there
ceased
of présenté·! by Joseph B. Ila-kell, the executor
ttierelu name*!.

d<

Philippines.
the Philippine archipelmake a mighty advance

Farmers in the

quality.

|

It cannot be hoped that the development of the above named agricultural
and forest possibilities will be accomplished by Caucasian labor, as was the
for this is
ease in the United States,
both physically and climatically impossible. But with American implements,
and American intelligence to guide the
hands of the natives who desire to work,
and of the labor which it is to be hoped
the government will allow imported for
the purpose, the realization will be a

certainty.
The Filipino people

are at

the

parting

of the ways, the time has come when it
is necessary to lay aside the antiquated
methods and ideas of the past and to
join in the march of progress. The time
is propitious, for now is the period of
reconstruction. It is the history of all
countries ravaged by war that the first
work done after the dawn of peace is
the rebuilding of homes and the restoration of the devastated farms. This problem is now before the Filipinos and
there could be no better season for laying
aside the old methods and taking up the
new.
To induce them to do this is the
purpose of lie Civil Government.
This is the work that the Bureau of
Agriculture has in hand, and in which
Governor Taft and the commission are
individually co-operating. It is realized
that there can be no permanent prosperity in the Philippines until the fields are
restored to at least their former productiveness and that every step beyond that
will be in advance. To this end experimental stations will be established at
various points, where the natives can be
taught the use of American implements
and the adoption of labor saving methods.
Many large planters will be induced to introduce modern methods on their
plantations and it is hoped that the example of these will be followed by others.

The task will be more dillicult than
would be supposed, for in many
cases there is not only ignorance of modern methods, but prejudice against them
to combat; to overcome this will require
patience and persistence; but in the end
ignorance must go down before intelliIt
gence, for this is the inevitable rule.
is proper that the restoration and imand
developprovement of the farms,
ment of the latent resources of the Philwith
hand
and
hand
ippines, should go
the re-organization of the institutions
and the revision of the laws.
The work that our country is doing in
that land is a noble one and already
more has been accomplished than during the centuries of Spanish rule and occupation. This archipelago is bound to
become one of the brightest stars in our
national diadem.—Lewiston Journal.

Dual

Purpose.

the dual purpose sort
of cow is the worst foe of our farming
population, and the greater the need of
the population, the more intolerable
should she he regarded. I consider that
the only tolerance of her should be
limited to the length of time needed to
get rid of her. The most profitable production in this day depends on specially
evolved workings of productive organs.
No matter what the organ may be, unless it is specially trained for extra good
work, it.> product does not count for
much in the ocean of productive mediocrity.—Correspondence, Hoard's DairyIn my

opinion

JINNKTTK L. ATWOOD. late of Buckfleld.
i-· :
Will and |>etltlon for probate there
annually fro... each cow, waters only
of pre e· ted by George Μ. Λtwood et al, the once a
day. but he feeds ensilage. There
executor» therein named.
are su» < es.sf.il dairymen who have water
of
Albany. in their stables, and keep their cows up
tLBUn O. JORD *N, Wa-d.
I· Ir-t •••ount presented for allowance by Thomas
ah winter without any exercise, and
». .lor·Ian, guardian.
without apparent harm to the cows, but
ELLEN A.CHASE, late of Paris, deceased.
contiueraent is unnatural, and if
Final account presetted for allowance by Albro such
continued year after year, would surely
K
hase, executor.
constitutions of the cows and man.
M \RY A. WALToN, late of Peru, deceased injure the
I'etlttou for licence to sell an I convey rea1 e-tate their calves.
pre-eotcd by C. M. Thompson, administrator
A certain amount of exercise is necessExperimental feeding in the United
l M ARLES L. BLACE.bteofCanton.de ary to the health of every living thing,
States army has resulted in establishing
cea-e<l. Ktr*t account présenté·! for allowance except those animals like the groundhog,
the following ration of forage for horses:
by John P. Swasey, administrator.
which were created to hibernate, or lie
Twelve pounds of oats and fourteen
R.
ι. RACE
L. PACKARD and EDITH
dormant
as if «lead, during the winter.
Petition for
of hay every day, with a salted
PACKARD, war I», of Hebron.
a'tle do not belong to that class ofaui- pounds
license to -mi! and convev real estate presented
bran mash twice a week. This may be
m.ils aud consequently need exercise as
by b red Packard, guardian.
the best way to feed an army horso, but
much as human beings.
ALliERNoN li. WALKER, late of Lovell. de
to put a high stepa shipper who wants
can't
account
"You
keep
1».
1.
hirst and dual and private
eeased.
lerry says:
in condition for the market usually
me la T. Walker, cows in a stable all
have
A
per
and
allowance
for
winter
by
presented
feeds hitn all he will eat of a steatuexecuti lx.
calves with full vigor. You cannot keep
made up of one part
NANCY H. POTTLE, late of Lovell. deceas- a sire stabled the year arouud without cooked mixture
cracked corn, one part oats, two parts
ed. final account presented for allowance by his
Some
his
of
some
vitality.
losing
Johu O. Hamblen, executor.
one half part whole flaxseed.
exercise is necessary to good health for bran and
this ration,
ADDISON Ε. Η Ε URIC K.
Farmer. An experienced feeder says
Tribune
beast."—Cor.
man
or
Judge of said Cour.
with hay, wdl transform a thin horse
Λ true ropy—Attest
into a fat, sleek, high-lifed one quicker
ALBERT O. PARK. Register.
Beef and Milk.
than anything he ever saw.
The evidence is overwhelming that,
ΡΗΟΒΛΤΚ SOTU E».
other things being equal, the beef cow
None but horse lovers, who are usually
of any breed is uot the most profitable
To all per -on« Interested tn either of the estât·
and thorough students of the horse, fully
cow to hold for milk
hereinafter name·! :
production,
realize how much the horse appreciates
At a Probate Court held at l'art·», tu an·!
every pound of held-over beef requires
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tue·»·la>
I fail to kindness. Care and humane treatment
of Jan.tn the yearof our Lord «.ne thousand nine an expensive feed of support.
as much iniluence in developing
hundred an·! three, tbe following ai.-ttter having see why, if any one is going to grow beef have
of a horse as
been presented for the action thereupon herein
for protit in New Hampshire, he would the traits and disposition
after In·!!· ate·!. It Is hereby ΟΚΙ>ΚΚΚΙ>
care and kindness have in devel
from
relative
loving
much
not
as
lnadvantage
all
to
get
persons
That notice thereof be given
and disposition of
te reste» I, by causing a oopy of this or»ter to be
using the be»t beef blood as the grower oping the character
published three weeks tilcMMlvelr In the Ox could get in any sectiou of the country. a child. The Arab makes his horse his
ford Democrat, a newspaper putdl-he·! at South
Arabian horse is
is any prolit to be secur- companion, and the
Parle, In said County, tnat they may appear at a Surely, if there
the most docile and intelligent
Probate Court to be hel»l at Par.··. ou tii» ed in beef production, it is by getting rid probably
around the world. The
third Tuesday of March. A. l>. 11*)!}, at nine of the
of the labor of milking, the care of the of all horses
clock tη the forenoon, and tie hear 1 thereto It
our skilled
milk au^l its marketing, and other labors average American outside
they -tee cause :
does not treat
incident to dairyiug, aud it seems to me horse lovers of the turf,
ut»·
of
inmNi
m.
or
aoora,
consideration
cuioum
is going to be bothered his horse with as much
<te«eaecd. I'etltlon that licence l>e granted to that it a body
kiuduess as the Arab of the desert.
real with
should
to
he
work
at
executor,
convey
all,
P.
DeCoster,
dairy
Virgil
any
estale and distribute the pncwl», presented by work with the ba»i» of a good milch cow;
Au exchange very truthfully says:
Edith H. DeCoster et al, helrtt at law.
and then if any accessroy protit, either
"Whips are undoubtedly good things in
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of sal I Court.
or continued, is wanted from
temporary
their places, but the hands of some peoA true copy—A Meet:
veal aud beef, it should be sought by
A1.15KKT D. l'A UK, Register.
that drive horses are not the place
ultra
type ple
mating the uiilch cow with an
for them. How frequently it occurs
with
or
tirst
of beef bull as a
preference,
that horses are whipped for being afraid
a good type of scrub bull as a second,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSCKE.
of some object. The man who does this
as it
L.
soon
as
of
W.
Paris,
Benj
kill
Kldlon
then
the
and
Whereas, (.ieorge
progeuy
is a fool, aud should be debarred by law
Rowe of Peru, wn. I». Irish of Hartford an·! has reached the desired size.—Dr. J. W.
from ever driviug a horse. Fear of the
Joka !.. Howard of Mexlro, all of the C ounty ot Kitchen iu Hoard's
their
Dairyman.
mortgage
Oxford and Stat»; of Maine, by
object which he has had no opportunity
•leed date·! the ith dav of January, Λ. I' HÛ,
to examine aud become familiar with,
(jreen Cut Bone for Eggs.
and recorded In tl e Oxford Registry of I)ee<!s,
combined with terror of the pain inflictl<o.k a:, ρ«ge3S3, convened to me, the underobtaiu some eggs for winter
We
e»t»te situate In
of
real
may
certain
a
signed,
parcel
ed by the whip, aud associating the two
Peru, In the County of Oxford an 1 »tate of use without feeding cut boue, but by its
together, will render the horse more
numthe
Maine, and bounder" and inscribed as follows
increase
use we can materially
terror-stricken than ever when he next
liegiuulng at the northeast corner of uiv orchan
is
hens
hundred
of
a
The owner
at a certain post, bclog the corner po-t as said ber.
eucounters the object of his dread."
bv
a
south
cutter
a
theuce
of
every
nearly
fenced,
the
Is
orchard
uow
good
losing
price
«tau· I In.·
straight line with a birch tree spotted,
winter depriving them of the material
to the
stream
There are some points which are valuon the rout h bank of Spears
to furnish at a
be
able
he
would
which
noi
theaster.y
center of raid stream, theuce about
able in horses of every description. The
discovered
have
We
cost.
small
own th·· center of said stream to th·· mouth of
very
head should bo proportionately large
a smalt brook a few ro»is below the Demerit!
that for early hatched chicks it is indisand well set on. The lower jawbones
brick > anl, thence about a northwe-t course up
To raise strong, healthy, vig-'
«al hrook to a poplar tree spotted, on easterly
pensable.
should be sufficiently far apart to enable
'••tut of «aid brook, said last doe to Include all orous chicks a substitute must be found
the head to form an an^le with the neck,
••f «aid brook and the right of towage by erecting to take the
of the bugs, worms,
place
ac
to
said
brook
which gives it free motion and a graceful
a dam to raise the water in
later
well
so
thrive
on which they
•ommo»l>te the brick van below; thence uearl· etc.,
and prevents it bearing too
carriage,
is
tret
substance
a
to
A
mineral
Une
hcrry
in the season.
westerly on a straight
The eye should be
on the hand.
heavily
frame
the
spotted, 'tau dug at the edge of the woods;
for
also necessary
hardening
and the eyelids
a little prominent
thence bearing a .lttle south on a -traignt lint
large,
and
.tit
the
chick,
experiments
of
growing
to the tlrst meutlone»l bound, together wit'',
fine and thin. The ear should be small
have proved that chicks fed on green cut
lirlck yard on said land, an>i all builillug* au<
The
and erect and quick in motion.
an
lmpe.>ents use·! In conuectlou therewith;
bone are never subject to leg weakness.
wb· re as the c mtltlon of said mortgage has beer
lop-ear indicates dullness aud stubbornis
as a winter feed for layiug hens
it
Hut
e breact
of
t>
bv
reason
therefore,
now
broken,
When too far back there is a disness.
that we derive uhe greatest profits from
of tbe condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure ο
to mischief.—Texas News.
«aid moitgage
it.—Mrs. Ada B. F. Parsons, in Iowa position
lyt«.
l>ated l'eru. Me., Jan 19,
Homestead.
KUAN Κ DkMERRITT.
Uniformity has a money value in butThe acreable yield has but little in- ter. This is especially true when the
NOTICE.
fluence on the cost per pound, bushel or article is uniformly of a high quality.
ton of production, here in New England Consumers are willing to pay a higher
In the District Court of the L' η tied States foi
In
of
Maine.
District
Bankruptcy.
the
where land value is so low, in so taras price when every purchase is like the
In the matter of
the land-rent factor goes. Such gain as one last need; every dealer will pay
UfcDRtiK II HKRSEY, [ in Bankruptcy,
it for the reason that it suits
of buck de Id, Bankrupt. I
may be realized from the larger produc- higher for
H.
Herse; tion comes principally from the labor his customers every time without comTo the cre»llton» of Ueo-ge
aforesaid'
and
district
Oxford
of
In the county
cost involves.
plaints.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day ο i
Jan., A. D. l'.MCS, the said George 11. Iler-e;
what
tir»
than
the
and
that
other
you
Don't try to be
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
Crops, fruit, dairying and stock raisCour
what you
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
are; tell the truth about
ing depend upon soil, location and the
<
day ο really
House, In South Parts, on the lit
all
and
listener
a
get
be
are
Make a study of the conditions
good
man.
doing;
Feb., A. D. law, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
the useful information you can from any that surround you and of yourself.
at wht b time the said creditors may attend
examlni
a
trustee,
prove their claims, appoint
ami all sources. What has proved a suc- Don't depend on what somebody ha*
the bankrupt, and transact such other buslnea j
cess in one place might not suit you at done or is doing; find out what is best
as may property come before said meeting.
all, and prove a complete failure on the suited to you and then push it for all it
South Parla, Jan. M, lauSÛKO. A. WILSON,
farm.
is worth.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
—
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the intervals of trade—and the
Intervals came often and lingered I
when the thermometer registered
02 degrees—the clerks at Hruce's !
drifted together in sparse groups to
talk. The notion counter elbowed the
stocking counter, and Old Adaui—everybody at Hruce's called liim Old ;
Adam—conversed sociably with <;ro^ I
ory Knox. They were the oldest clerks ι
In the store and were getting gray in

IN

j

the service.

"My! Ilot, ain't it? Stockin's ain't
runnin' real spry today." Adam said,
with a cheerful laugh. Il·· leaned over
the counter and fanned his round, red
face with a "notion" palm leaf.

wheel."

the lady's waiting?"
Peggy's clear, laughing voice interrupted liis thoughts and brought him
hack from the stocking counter at
Bruce's to the great, hot beach, with

tiie

"That's

liiin.
"Eh? A week off? Man alive, are
"Don't
you daft?" be cried sharply.
now?
you know we're short handed
The young cubs have to to—can't hoi·!
'em in—but you old chaps are our
standbys. You've had your fling."
"Yes. yes." murmured Gregory Knox I
absently. When bad he had bis fling?
a
lie was watching the boss fold up
1-1..*
J

ΤΙ,ηι.

at his

feet.

the

trouble

Yon

What
weren't

saying a solitary word. Daddy ICnoi
Just mooning—or selling stockings!"
"Sellin' stockin's
you've hit the
nail. Peggy! That's what I was doin'.

rasped

---

sea

"Er—why. yes. Peggy, yes.
was I sayln' ?"

other way
"Wish yon luck, old man." called Old
Λ da ill after him. Hut uood luck looked
doubtful. The boss, in Hruce's dialect,
The heat and con
was out of temper

JVMIU

—

It kinder «Ornes second nature
That's what 1 expected to tie
doli·* this minute, but the Imss gave
I
rne a day off. so I ran down here
hankered to see a little haruin sea rum
I tut you see"-he low
girl of uiine.
sure.

to me

e

I,it·

of
pale 1 tltie eye# roamed to tin· litt»*r
Mies and linos uuil sinkers on tin· desk
He had been thinking of a tront pole
nil day long. Queer! Rnt liis had been
Would
a slender sapling. fri-sli rnt.
this complicated bamboo affair catch
us<*«l to
a fuller string of fish than he
tatcb with his sapling? What beauties
they had been! IIow the sun had sil
vered their wet backs! Queer how all

day long he had been thinking

of trout

boy

retinas.

"There, sir; tlint'fi the swellest tront

Ing outfit there'll be in tin· Adirondack*

You can't bent it." tinthis summer.
boss said in better spirits.
"No, sir; oh. no." Gregory Knox said.
"But. then. It's pretty surprisin' what a
string of fish you can haul in Willi a

fresb cut. You get on·· jest sap
py enough an' Jest the right bignessI tell you!"
When he turned awn y a moment la I
er. the boss called liiitt back.
"Oh. I say. Knox!" he called. "I take
it we can let you off for a day—say toWe'll manage somehow. Not
morrow.
at all. not at all; no thanks, man. Wish

sapliu'

PegQV '"id seen him.
ered !ils voice confidentially—"I never
thought to fix up, su I'm keepln' dark.

you good luck."
Hut Gregory Knox had not thanked
hiin. There seemed no occasion. Tinthread of dark water ran under willows a hundred and fifty miles away.
The boss had relented suddenly. The
blood of Izaak Walton, running in both
their veins. Lad forged a link of good
fellowship between him and the little
old clerk. Such a slender link! What
would a day off. one day. avail over a
hundred and fifty milts? But in the
morning Gregory Knox followed a sudden impulse and slipped down to the
sea to catch a glimpse of ma and the
girls. lie had not meant to go until
the last minute, and he went in his
shabby store suit and f* rgot to change

I wouldn't bave your ma sue iue this
way for the best pair of silk stockin's
at Hruee's!"
Peggy eyed the crumpled shirt bosom
with palpable disfavor. Her eyes traveled over the shabby little figure, taking in the shiny seams and the frayed
edges disapprovingly. IIow little and
—and seedy daddy was!
"Yes, ma'd have a fit—two fits," she
"You'll have to resaid promptly.
Now. 1 don't
main incog., daddy.
mind. I'm not in full dress myself, so
I'm willing to fellowship with you.
I'll run up across lots to our room and
tell them I'm not going down to dinner,
and then I'll trouble you for a silver
half dollar, kind sir. and buy our lunch
at a restaurant, and we'll eat it right

On the train remorse asbis shirt.
What would ma
sailed him sharply.
say? No; certainly not. Ma must not
see him in that dubious guise—mn.
who was making her one month long
struggle for gentility in a great hotel
by the sea. It was her one chance for

day's zest had vanished. He settled
back dully on the hot velvet cushions
He
and made his plans wearily.
would keep out of sight—that would be

easy enouuh in such crowds—anfl tua
and the girls need never know lie had
It would lv "u!ce
l»ee;i there at all.

Calf

Scours

Hood Farm
Calf Scour Cure
ana

Digestive

Cured

"My calf wae
taken 24 hours after
birth with scours of
a watery, foamy nature, was weak and

Powder

doses of Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and
Digestive Powder brought it around all
right und it has been doing well ever since."
M. E. Ruth, Hanover, Pa.

"
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and Digestive Powder cured three bad cases of scours
in my herd. I find the Digestive Powder
C.
gives the calf strength and appetite." L.
Rathbone, Hebron, Conn.
for
Call
Two sizes of each—$1 and $2.50.
circular on Calf Scour Treatment.
>
For sale by F. A. Shobtlmf <1 Co., South
Paris, Me.

here, out of a paper bag! Larks!"
Her eyes were still on daddy. She
was seeing many new things—the hollows In his temples, the patient droop

■

It was the morning Peggy was going
back to um and the girls. He had taken it for granted, and it filled him with
homesick misery. It had been so pleusant to bave the child at home. She
had taken his louely old heart by storm.
Ile hung up his hat and began mechanically to straighten some of the
boxes in one of the tiers behind the
counter. He had not thought to say
good morning to Old Adam, as usual.
It was Peggy—gay, little, harum scarum Peggy—daddy was thinking of.
"Oh, I say. Mr. Knox, good day to
you, sir!" some one out in the aiele
He
It was the boss.
was saying.
leaned over the counter and pulled bis
sleeve. "I say, Knox, you don't look
pulled together yet. You need another

day off.

/

of α crow with four feet? Daddy, do
you hear? You must bave a pood, long
holiday. You shall stay right down
here with us. I guess we can tiud clean
You shall not go bome
shirts enough.
a step till we go."
Gregory Knox shook his head slowly.
"An' lose my job, little one? Then
who'd get the bread an' butter? No.
no; I'm bavin' my lark today with you.
I'm satistled. We old fellows at the
store have to stand by the ship while
the young bloods are havln' their out
In's. It's the law. Besides, a place like
this, my dear, wouldn't do for me.
Think of your ma. No. no; I'd rather
go to the trout brook at home an' lie
on the banks an' fish."
"Yes. daddy, yes—go on." Her eyes
were on his kindled old face, and bis
were on a fleck of white sail In the
offlng. Ile began to speak again dream

as if to himself:
"I'd like to see Simeon again too. We
always went troutiu' together, he an'
me. but 1 could haul in the most fish
Sim wam't much of an
every time.
He'd lay with his eyes shut
angler.
an' say poems to me. I'oor Sim.' That's
about all the poetry he ever had. or me
either.
It would be like reviewin' a
poem, though. Jest to go Lac·!» an' lay

ily,

under the willows nt home

.Shady?

Well. I guess. An' cool'.' There ain't
a cooler place anywhere i:> the heat of
summer than on the bank oi that old
Art' you
troutiu' stream was—no. sir

stidd.v sont; «>f the water
stopped—an' smell i'.ic ;>i::e

could hear the
—It

never

needles, het up witti the sut! in the
S:;ρ II good did if
middle of the day
I get to bankerin' after rι·πt <ι:η·1ι hot
days behind my oouutej am >:··_·
stockin's. V< s. sir when the .*:ood i.ord
irives me a whole we U of! I in go!;i'
home to go trourin with my brother
Slui."

lie woke out of his day dream a minute later in time to see IVvgy skim
ming over the beach towaid one «»f the
looming hotels in the background of
the sea. She had I or got ten all al'oiit
her dip in the surf. She came hack
again by and by with tin· paper bag <>r
lunch, and they ate it together In the
lee of the big bowlder.
Daddy was
very gay and scarrely noticed I'eggy's
She said goodhy to
preoccupation.
hitu in midafternoon. and he waited

alone for tmintlme.
"Ma," Peggy said, coming u|Min her
suddenly, with het ικ»\< I. on the broad
hotel veranda—"ma. It's played out
I'm going up houie. I'm going tonight,
this very tonight that ever is. I guess
daddy ΊΙ be glad to see me, and I've
got enough of this place. I'm too young
to lllrt around with the girls, and I'm
too old to dig in the sand with the
babies. That's what I'd like- to have
η little red pail and a shovel and dig
That's living. Hut as long as 1 can't
1 guess I'll go home. I'm going up

and pack up."
Ma folded down the corner of a loaf
She was used to
to keep her place.
stairs now

willows.
The little darl; brook under
did: then another whim to go in at the
great, swinging doors and loiter through
tin- aisles, all but the stocking counter
aisle. Not that; that would break the
the

spell.

"I'll buy a little mite of η present for
Peggy: that's what." Peggy always
said "that's what."«and he smiled at
the thought. IIis heart was hungry to
see Peggy, and he had reckoned that
she and ma and the girls would be
Their
home now in η day or two.
month was over.
"Now. what '11

I get?" he mused,
idling along lazily and refusing to look
at the familiar faces of the clerks.
"What do Peggies like? Fancy notions
of some sort. I may have to go to Old
Adam's counter now. Not if I can help
It. It's too near my ohl stand, an* I'm
not a stockin' tender yet—not till toIle could not decide on what to get.
He distrusted his own wisdom in anything but stockings. Ah, yes, stockings!
Why not? Peggies all wear stockings,
and suddenly lie remembered the rusty
black, gobble dnrned stockings his Peggy had worn that day at the beach. He
would have to go down the stocking
counter aisk·, after all.
"Stockin's it is, then." be said, tramping away in that direction.
But Just at the turn he looked down
the aisle and uttered a low murmur of
astonishment. Ho could scarcely credit
his eyes. He was getting old, and they
might be falling him. But nearer yet
the vision was the same. He knew it
was Peggy behind the stocking counter.
Peggy! He stood and watched her.
She was waiting on a customer and did
not see him. Her face was a little pale

a

They
the year—hers and the girls.
dreamed of it. and pa worked for It
the year round.
"I'd ought to hnve fixed up for ma's
sake and the girle'," thought Gregory
Knox guiltily, and in a minute the holi-

Two weeks later (îregory Knox,
brown and happy, got off the train in
lie walked
the crowded city station.
away with a springy stride that fitted
his little stooped tignre oddly.
People
turned to look asain at his happy face.
The whim seized him to walk by
Bruee's and see how it looked from an
outsider's standpoint, to stand and look
idly in the big windows, as outsiders

morrow."

little thread of shadowy water
rippling under willow trees! lb· ga/eil
instead
away out of the window, and
of listless, moving crowds a barefoot
with a string of trout crossed his

and

Peggy.

needlework
"Poor dye. slaz.v weave," he thought:
"couldn't have come from Bruce's.
Mine are fast black, an' you can't see
daylight through 'em either."
Don't you see
"Fire away, daddy!

of gold.
The slow afternoon crawled toward
closeup. Instantly, nt the stroke of «!.
the clerks hurried toward the ureal
doors that swung between them and
freedom, but Gregory Κιιοχ took an

|K»ir,

"I'll keep on the outskirts, out of
their sight.
My old clothes won't do
'cm any harm that way."
Poor little stocking counter clerk! lie
had always been on the outskirts, and
ln> was fifty years old.
But when he had settled himself on
the great. hot beach, hidden in the lee
of a mighty bowlder, whom should he
si e dancing down the beach toward his
hiding place but Peggy in her dainty
bathing suit! She was all alone, and
she made a pretty picture to pa's ad·

Put In for all you're worth. You need
It. Lot yourself go. old mun. for once.
I'd go with you if I hadn't got an engagement with my wheel. I say. man.
I'm powerful glad the t>oss lias come
round.
II*· ain't half bad. Now. put
•>n your hat ηιΓ start—shoo!"
There was time
It was half past S
;o get the Ιι» o'clock train that went
^tralulit toward the little dark brook
There was time,
u:icer the willows:
lime tun*·'
if Peggy had only stayed long enough
It would please iVggy.
to know!
On the 10 o'clock train (îregory Knox
s .it hat !; in ins seat and wished again
lie had half a
ίhat l'« ;^y could Know
mini! to t ·!«· :t ..pli her. but on second
tiii>u::ht <!t\i<!ed to wait and write
lie could tell Peggy so
fro»: S:m s
many things that would be interesting
tlieu—how her Γ licit.· Simeon looked,
nid how tlu1 old place had stood the
wenr ami tear of thirty years, and
whether the tall tree apples tasted as
good as they used to. and if the trout
were
II*· would write
biting well.
Pttggy a loug letter, the tirst letter he
had ever written to one of the girls.
He was glad the first one wouid be to

"It is, as sure as I live! But where'd
you drop out of—a balloon? Did you
But there
come on the wings of the—
isn't any, not a breath! Well, tell me
about it. daddy."
She threw herself In the sand beside
him and dug the toes of her bathing
Her long black stocksluies deep in.
ings stretched out before her. and daddy's experienced eyes fell on them at
He was so well acquainted with
once.
stockings! He noticed instantly that
they were rusty and loose filtered
Then lie saw the little "gobbled" darns
In them
Peggy was nut renowned for

He had one of his whim
had them
sieal fancies that perhaps his chance
might come when be got to the streets

Il uni

"oui enjoyin' themselves."

won't be half a man till you set out
into the woods somewhere» an' holler.

meekly.

Again the bitter smile that losi ItOre·;· r.v Κιιοχ was
self in patience.
thinking of the wheel he wa* frvlng to
Hot h the other Jiirls
get for Peggy.

finement

slv

looked in that little blue and white
rig! The little oil silk cap perched on
her brown head had a saucy, witching
ah·.
But Gregory Knox sank back in the
lee of his rock—a minute too late, daddy. for Peggy had seen him!
"Daddy—of all things, great and
small things—Daddy Knox!"
"Yes; it's me. Peggy," he answered

tient.
been
"I've
gettin" rnv courage
Hut
Oh. I'll tackle him.
screwed.
what's the use?"
Ile shrugged his spar·· shoulders un
der the rusty seersucker coat.
"You goln' to try it. Adam?"
I
get
"Me?
Oh. I'm all right.
aboard my wheel at close up an' shite
No!bin1
out into the country a ways.
Thai's all
Ilk»· It not In this world
the country I need. Ο et a wheel, man:
a

to

bo said.

miring eyes.
I'eggy was the baby and his favorite.
In his quiet, secret way he worshiped
at little Madcap Peggy's restless feet.
The other girls called him pa. but she
How pretty she
called him daddy.

All the swells
"Well, I guess not;
are out of towu, and poor folks can tro
What's the
barefoot this weather.
matter with you, old man? You don't
look peart."
"1 guess I look as pearl's I feel."
Gregory Knox answered.
What
"You're played out. sonny.
Yon
you need's a week or two off.
tackle the boss tonight an' see what
you can do."
A smile curved the other man's lips.
It would have been a bllttr smile if
there bad been time enouu'.i b. fore the
patient lines settled back into place.
The whole pallid, weary face was pa

get

Jest

(

»

•
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to his lips, tk* whitening hair around
She was seeing how
his bald spot
stoop shouldered daddy was gettiug to
be and how tired, tired, tired he looked.
It seemed to Peggy, lyiug there in the
warm sand beside daddy, as If she
were just being introduced to him. She
reached out a little sea browned hand

aud slowly threaded the scant gray
hair between her fingers. The softness
and sllklnees of it surprised her. She
had never known before that daddy's
hair was soft and silky.
"But it's thin, daddy. I believe in my
Aren't you
soul you're growing old.
ashamed of yourself, sir? Theldea:·'
"So older than some other folks this
side of the sea puss." retorted daddy,
with a boyish laugh. He did not feel
old just then. He felt young. It was
so pleasant to have Peggy all to himself and to lie resting with the gentle
boom of the breakers in his ear.
"You're growin' old. too, ma'am. Bless
my soul, wasn't It day before yesterday you had the colic an' I toted you
up an' down the nursery floor, up an'
down, up an' down? Did you ever say
enough? Not you!"
Ile prodded her whimsically with his
finger, but she was not listening to his

Peggy's whims and was unastonlshed.
"Ifut. Peggy, it's only half through

the month. There's two whole weeks
In her heart
left," she snld slowly.
ma was relieved.
Peggy's ways were
η ι >t to be disconcerting, and she would
She'd be
be safe and well with pa.

company for him. too -poor pa!
Without any objection Peggy was allowed to put her things together and
When the train was well under
go.
way. she went ahead to daddy's car to
surprise him. He was sitting by him
self in the front or the car. The paper
bag of lunch remnants was In his hand,
and he was absently twisting end unPeggy saw the tragedy
twisting It.
coming. She got there Just in time to
see daddy regarding the torn bag In
dismay, while fragments of ham sandwiches oozed out and dropped to the
tloor.

"1*11

siuup, uaupiCK em up. uod
dy." she saiil quietly.
"Peggy Knox:*· cried daddy.
"Don't mention it—sh! I'm traveling
fncog." whispered Peggy. Then they
both laughed and settled comfortably
for the trip home.
Peggy explained
rather ambiguously that she thought
she'd run up home for a day."
"Take my day off. you know, daddy."
she said gayly. "You won't mind having me keep bouse for you a day, will
you? I can boil tea to perfection, and
I'll make you fritters for breakfast.
Then I can do some shopping between
times. If you're a very good old dad·
dv Indeed, I'll buy my stockings ol

you!"

On the next morning but one daddywent down to Rruce's with a long face,
and weary, but she smiled ingratiatingly and twirled the stockings about with
an air of long acquaintance with their
kind.
Peggy! In an instant it was all cleur
He know it was to Peggy he
to him.
owed his beautiful two weeks of rest.

enough?"

Taken off her guard. Peggy put hei
ear and whispered:
"Did-did the lish bite, daddy?"
The day of reckoning was at hand.

lips to his

Say· Xnthlnir, Sail· Away.
A well known New Yorker was askei
the question why he always kept hli
intended departure for Europe a se
cret. He said he was forced to do w
to be saved from his friends.
"As a matter of fact," said he, "it's
because 1 want to escape l>eing made
a purchasing agent for a dozen or two

people whom I know.

Whenever thej
learn that 1 am about to go abroad
they overwhelm me with commissions
of all kinds.
"One man wants a photograph of a
certain tower of the Castle of Heidelberg: another wants a peculiar kind of
inatchsafe, which may be bought at a
certain shop In l'aris; a third Is aux
loos to have a few London neckties,
and others want umbrellas, sticks, opera glasses, cigar holders. Jewels or
something else.
"It's a nuisance, in the first place, to
buy these things', especially If you are
In a hurry.

"Then when you arrive back In New
York .von are likely to have trouble
with the customs officials, because your
friends always expect to pet their articles in duty free.
Besides, no one
ever pays you in advance, and you
have to go around dunning the people.
"You often buy things that do not
suit the persons who have asked the
favor of you. and their disappointed
looks or words make you feel unpleasant. 1 have been through these experiences several times."—New York Her
aid.
Simple, hot F.ffrrtlve.
The three little girls of the three
summer boarders had been blueberrying with the farmer's daughter and all
four had come home with stains on
their skirts. The three little boarders
iiew upstairs to their respective mothers, and the farmer's daughter repaired
to her mother in the kitchen.
Late in the afternoon the boarders
sought the farmer's wife on the kitchen

porch.

"Oh. Mrs. Brown," said one of them,
look at the children's skills!
We've tried that new powder on them
and three kinds of stain soap and benzine and everything we had to take
out those blueberry status, and they've
only spread. Could you suggest anything more?"
Mrs. Brown looked at the skirts and
shook her head.

"Just

you've

set 'em in too
"I got Jane's out without a mite o' trouble."
The boarders gathered close around
as she exhibited Jane's skirt, spotless
and unwrinkled.
"Oh, do tell us what you used!" they
chorused eagerly, and a mild smile of
triumph played over Mrs. Brown's
lean countenance.
"I Just took and put It over a bowl."
ihe said calmly, "and poured boiling
water over it. Took about a cupful to
get the color all out, but I cal-late to
"I'm afraid

firm," she suid.

Oil the kettle about once In

so

often,

anyway."
The

Tranquil Mind.

Who does not love a tranquil heart, a
iweet tempered, balanced 1 ifι·V It does
whether it rains

not matter

shines

or

ut what misfortunes come to those possessing these blessings, for they are always sweet, serene and calm.
That exquisite poise of character
which we call serenity is the last lesson
of culture; It is the dowering of life,
the fruitage of the soul.
It Is as precious as wisdom, more
to be desired than gold yea. than even
How contemptible mere
Hue gold.
money wealth looks In comparison
with a serene life—a life which dwells
In the ocean of truth, beneath th<
waves, beyond the reach of tempests.

In the eternal calm!
How many people we know who
sour their lives, who ruin all that is
sweet and beautiful by explosive tempers, who destroy their poise of character by bail blood! In fact it is a question whether the great majority of people do not ruin their lives and mar
their happiness by lack of self control.
How few i>eople we uiift In life who
are well balanced, who have that ex
poise which Is characteristic of

quisite

Success.

the liuished character!

PROFIT
Wrong feeding

profit

Right feeding
up-to-date

banter.

"You're tired, daddy; that's what."
she cried abruptly. "You need a lark,
a long one. not just a mean little twenty-four hour one like this. See; there
are crow's feet round your eyes, and
you're not old enough for crow's feet.
Oue, two. three, four—who ever heard

He went home and waited. Closeup
at Bruce'e was at 6 sharp, but it was
late twilight when Peggy came home.
She kuew daddy would be there, and
He
she had lingered on the way.
heard her coming In and called out

somewhere.

brusquely:

the most

get

pigs

milk,

jet the

pork,

get

his hens

most eggs.

to

Science.

But how about the children ?

they

Are

science,

a

fed

according
undeveloped,

flesh and muscle food if
ire

to

bone food if bones

soft and

ire

thin and weak and

a

a

they

blood

:ood if there is anemia?
Scott's Emulsion is

a

mixed

the Cod Liver Oil in it

"Who's there? Hold up your hands!"
"Can't do it, daddy. They're plumb
full. Why don't you have a light?"
She spoke with nervous hilarity,
mumbling something indistinct about
trains that lost time and herdic men
that went round Robin Hood's barn to

food

coming tomorrow. I had a let—er
No more
—that is, the month's up.
putting on airs for the Knoxee.
"Where are you. daddy—on the
couch? It's dark as a pocket."
"A man gets all powerful fagged out
•tendln' etockin's. The couch oughter
be the place for him," he groaned dismally. She felt her way to him across
the room. At the couch she knelt beside him and felt for his face.
"If 1 And the crow's feet. I'll know
It's you and not a counterfeit daddy.
Here we are! Dnddy Knox, where are
the other two?"

children.

;

makes flesh, blood and muscle,

weak, torpid or
stagnant condition of the kidneys or
the Lime and Soda make bone
liver, and are a warning it is extremely
It is the standard
hazardous to neglect, so important
and brain.
unload their passengers.
is a healthy action of these organs.
"I'm the advance guard, you know,
Why not take, say, a fortnight
for delicate
They are commonly attended by loss daddy," she cried. "Ma and the girls scientific food
somewhere trout fishing-Adisome-

and go
rondack way. you know? Can as well
Fact is,
Don't say a word:
as not.
I've made arrangements with somebody to take your place, and you've got
Stay two
to go; can't help yourself.
weeks, and—er—you needn't trouble
about your pay. That'll go right on,
Might as well go today.
you know.
Why not?"
He was gone before the astonished
little man behind the stocking counter
had recovered himself. Old Adam was
regarding him with a grin.
"Got your walkln' ticket, eh?" he
drawled. "Well, you deserve it. You

Are symptoms of

a

of energy, lack of courage, and
times by gloomy foreboding and de-

spondency.

"I had pains in my back, could not sleep
and when I got up in the morning felt
worse than the night before. I began taking Hood's Sarsapariila and now I can
sleep and set up feeling rested and able to
du my work. I attribute my cure entirely
to Hood's Sarsaparilln." Mrs. J. N. Pep.bv,
care H. S. Copcland, Pike Kuad. Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Cure kidney and liver troubles, relieve
the back, aud build up the whole system.

are

Plctnreaqne

For

(he

Rich

sad

P··

One of the moat strildnp things to be
the street» of Manila is a FiliIf the deceased was
pino funeral.
wealthy and had hosts of friends, the
funeral will be headed by a band playing selections from comic operas. The
body of the deceased follows In a
hearse covered with black cloth arranged In a grewsome design and
drawn by six black jwnles, each bedecked with headgear of long black
feathers. The hears·· will be followed
by men on foot wearing knickerl»ockers and cocked hats, and after them
follow innumerable vehicles of ever/
description. If the Itody is to be Interred. the gravediggers will precede
the band, with their tools over their
scon on

shoulders.
Most Filipino funerals, however, are
more pathetic. The father of a few
weeks old baby will trot out to the
cemetery entirely alone, with the little
white coflin balanced well on his head,
and if a man had not the price of a
vehicle his remains will be carried out
on bamboo poles by four Chinamen,
and the cotiin will be one that has seen
service before.
The natives have different ways of
burial. Some bodies are put into the
ground, while the larger majority are
placed in niches in the wall of the
A slab cemented Into the
cemetery.
opening of the niche contains a brief
biography of the deceased.
Some Snrvlvuln of Fashion.

Man is unquestionably a highly rational being.
Still, if you travel and
observe, from the mouth of tin· Danube
to the Golden Gate you will tind most
men wearing a coat with a useless collar marked with u useless V shaped
slash and decorated with two useless
buttons at the small of the back and
one or two more useless buttous at the
The collar, the slash and the
"tuffs.
buttons are there in answer to no
rational need. It Is not a common climate nor a common racial need of proteetion against climate that they represent, but a common civilization whose
form and ritual they mutely confess.
Over this entire area those who aspire
to be of the Brahman caste deck their
heads for wedding, funeral and feast
with a black cylindrical covering, suited, so far as we can discern, neither to
avert the weapon of the adversary or
the dart of the rain nor to provide a
seat whereon man may sit and rest
himself. And as for the women contained within this same area we behold
that the amplitude of the sleeve, the
disposition of tit* belt and the outline
of the skirt all obey the rise and fall
of one resistless tide which neither
ιηουη

nor

seasons

control.—Benjamin

Ide Wheeler in Atlantic.

The Certainty of Fnte.
The Mohammedans have a fable
which they repeat to illustrate the certainty of fate. The Philadelphia Times
quotes it as having been told by Mr.
Itob< .*t Barr. the celebrated novelist.
A sultan wus once asked by hta favorite, the grand vizier, for permission
to leave at once for Smyrna, although
a brilliant ciurt fete was then in progress. Upon beit'g asked his reason for

such haste the vizier replied:
"Because I just saw the angel of
death yonder in the crowd. He looked
at me so earnestly that I know he had

for me. I wish to escape him."
"Goi Go at once!" said the sultan,
who then b-ckcned to the angel and
asked why the latter had looked so
earnestly at the vizier.
"I was wondering." replied the angel
of death, "why he was here, for I have
come

orders to kill him In

Smyrna."

Only Defeat.
Uke all the greatest commanders on sea or land, made his mistakes and h
failures, but there is only
one Instance on record of his having
been actually defeated in a direct attack. This occurred at Santa Cruz. !n
the Canary slauds, on July 24, 171*7.
XelKon'ii

Nelson,

The place was very strongly fortified,
and Nelson, in the face of a tire of tifty
guns from the batteries, attempted to
etorm the town by boats. The attempt
was frustrated by the strength of the
mole and the nonappearance of a land
force which should have co-operated.
A hundred and tifty men were killed
and a huiidre<! wounded on the British
side, and Nelson lost his rii;ht arm.
Two flags were also captured, and
these are still kept In the cathedral of
Santa Cruz.

.remendous importance

place.

FILIPINO FUNERALS.
thetlc For the Poor.

It was Peggy's doings!
He felt an irresistible impulse to
vault over the counter like a boj and
take Peggy in his arms. The sly, little,
The matter of feed is of
haruin scarum girl, to cheat her old
to the
daddy! He wanted to squeeze her j
pale "little face between his palms and
is
kiss it a hundred times. He wanted to | armer.
scold her and thank her and get her
is
1 he stocking oss.
away from that place.
counter at Brace's was no place for
farmer knows
The
blithe little Peggy.
The customer was turning away and
cows to
Peggy was puttlug back the boxes. vhat to feed his
Even from that distance daddy could
to
his
eee that she put one In the wrong the most
In the moment of starting down the
aisle be changed his mind. All instinctive delicacy restrained hiiu, and he
hurried round the corner out of eight.
No; he would not spoil Peggy's little
She would like it better to
scheme.
I'eggy
have it go on uninterrupted.
was "traveling incog." now. lie would
wait. But he told himself that by and
by he would huve it out with Peggy.
There was a reckoning day ahead

Pains in the Back

"Under the willows, beside a troul
stream. Peggy. IIow many feet would
Aren't twc
you bave a crow have?

Send for free

sample.

picture

In
He «ure thai this
the form of a label U on the
of every bottle ol
wrapper
Emulsion you buy.

Scott&Bowne
CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St, N.Y.

50c. and $11 all druggist*

The World'» Luriceat Crab.

IIow would you like to have a crab
like this squeezing your toe when you
go battling? The gigantic Japanese
crab, measuring twelve feet lu probably the largest crustacean in the world.
The specimen Is a type of the spid< r
crut), which inhabits the waters of the
the empire
group of Island* forming
of Japan. The body portion is the size
of a half bushel measure, while Its
two great arms or "feelers" could easIte
encircle the ligure of a man.

ily
eight

huge
arms or legs resemble
bamboo poles and are extremely elastic, and If strung into one line they
would reach to the top of a four story
apartment building. One of the extraordinary peculiarities of this crab
Is the faculty of assuming a disguise
atlixing pieces of seaweed and
by

sponges to the body.

Xortva) Hotel Syateai.
There Is a capital hotel system in
In
vogue In certain parts of Norway.
villages where no hotel exists one of
the more prominent inhabitants is sub-

sidized by the Norwegian government
and hi return is bound to provide accommodation for not less than four
travelers. He may take in four if he
chooses, but four is the minimum. The

accommodation and food supplied are
excellent, and the charges are very
moderate.

The Drop Curtain.
A youngster had been to the theater,
and u{H>n his return his uncle asked
him bow he liked the play.
"Oh," he replied, "the play was all
right, but I didn't see nearly all of It."
"Why. how did that happen y asked

hie uncle.

"Because," answered the youngster,
"the roller must have been broke, tor
the window blind fell down two or
three time· —Chums.
Λ Fair

Exchange.

Editor—See here, Mr. Dolan. Tou
delivered me a load of hay for the six
years' subscription you owed for my
paper.

Mr. Dolan—01 did.
Editor—Well, my horse won't eat
that bay, b' gosh!
Mr. Dolan—Well, my goat won't eat
your paper, be gobs!—Puck.
The average man Is always anxious
to meet the iool killer for the purpose
of sending him facxt door.—Chicago

News·

ESTABLISHED ISffl.

She

flcmocvat,

©sfovd

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Λ

Editors an<(

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

Ueokoe M. ATWOOI».

A. E. Forbes.

Tkkms —IIJO a year If pal<l strictly tn a-lvance.
« >therwlse #3.00 a year. Single copies 4 cent».
AD ν KKTIS r. M KNTS :
All legal advertisement*
are given three consectlve Insertions for #1J0
per inch In length of column. Special contracts
maiie with local, transient ami yearly aUvertls
—

ere.

Job Printing —New tvjie, fast presse», steam
(Kiwcr, experience·! workmen ami low prices
combine to make this <lepartuient of our business complete ami popular.

Coming

Eel». 12.—Perkins bcnetlt performance, South
farte.
Feb. IT.—Cheer supi>er an·! entertainment,
South Karl·4.
Feb. IS, 1!».—Annual Encampment, Department
of Maine, U. Λ. li.. Bangor.
March i—Tow· meeting iu most « »xfonl County
town*.
March t —« »xforil l'omona Grange, West Parts.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

V'tii euf Foreclosure.
Bank Books Lo-t.
Yellow Ware.
Legislative Notice.
Petitions for Discharge in

can

Bn<I.

Bankruptcy.

Legislative Notes.
report has been made in favor of
increasing the salary of supreme court
judges to
An act additional to the acts which
A

constitute the charter of Hebron Academy has been introduced by Senator
Phi! brook.

Mr. Hubbard of Paris on Tuesday presented the bill authorizing the South
Paris Village Corporation to acquire a

municipal lighting plant.

Mr. Mead of Bridgton presented a
for it he purresolve appropriating
pose of screening the outlet of Hancock
pond in the county of Oxford.

The legal affairs committee makes t\\ ο
reports on tin· woman suffrage bili, the
majority reporting a bill giving full
municipal su tirade to women, the minor-

ity opposing.

Mr. Mclntire of Waterford has present-

ed

a

IN ALL

Paris Hill.
Π ret Baptist Church, Re τ. H. H. BUhop,
Î'aetor. Preaching ererv Sunday M 11 Α.. M.
iunday School at la M. Sabbath Evening Service at 7:30 r. m. Frayer Meeting Thursday
;venlng at 7 30 P. M.
Universalis! Churcb, Rev. J. H. Little, l'aster.
I'rea'hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. m.

sunitav school at 12

resolve appropriating ·$;ί."»ΐ».20

to re-

imburse the town of Waterford for cash
paid for support and transportation of
destitute Italians in 1^!»7.

In joint convention of the two houses
Oraiuandal Smith was reelected state treasurer for two years.
The Democratic members cast their
votes for Thomas White of Bangor.

Wednesday,

M.

II. Ε. ά H. D. Hammond have bought
what they describe as a ''dandy" pair of
white-faced
The oxen were
oxen.
bought in Sumner, but they have been
until within about a month on the farm
jf Hon. John D. Long in Buckfield.
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
Feb. 1:
Mrs. Annie Williams Wheeler.
H. L. Rruetfle.

The scholars in Miss Field's room will

give

Events.

Spring Ginghams.
Price Cutting.
The two l»est Cough Remedies you

After lingering and long suffering from
that dread disease, consumption, Mrs.
Walter Turner passed away Feb. 2.
Funeral services were conducted at the
house Wednesday by Rev. B. F. Turner.
Flowers were contributed by the Masons
and the lodge of Rebekahs. fier age
She leaves a husband
was 39 years.
and two young children who have the
sympathy of the community.
Warren Shaw has recently visited Rev.
Mr. Munson at Rumford Centre.
Howard P. Shaw returns to his studies
in Boston Feb. 9.
The first number of the Warbler, a
monthly devoted to birds and flowers,
published by John Lewis Childs, and
edited by Rev. II. C. Munson, has recently been issued.
John says, "Did you read the 'Decadence of the Front Yard' in the Demo"
On going
"No." "It is fine.''
crat?'
home I hunted up the Democrat and
glancing down the column "What!"—to
my wife—"is this so and so?" "Yes."
I perused it with much interest since
having a slight acquaintance with the
school girl in Minneapolis more than 30
years ago. Yes, it is smoother type
than often appears in the Democrat,
with no disrespect to the Democrat
either. It is finely drawn but give me
the lawn, the trees and the flowers. No
yards for me. It savors too much of
proprietorship. No pent up surroundings. I have pulled down several of
these obstructions in my itinerary.
This Friday night the Baptist people
hold a fair at Nezinscot Hall. The
"Aunt
to be
humorous feature is
Jerusha's Quilting Party," with the following cast of characters:
Mrs. B. F. Turner.
Jerusha Dorr
Luther Irish.
.lohn Dorr,
Bert Hutchinson.
Squire Pride

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, FEB. U>, 1903.
\TWOOD

Buckfield.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK

a

lyceum

next

Friday evening

to

which the public are invited. Besides
the exercises usual on such occasions
On scholars will discuss the relative
abuse that has been heaped upon the
Indian and the Negro. Resolved: That
greater wrong has been done the Indian
than the Negro. The leading disputants
for the affirmative are Seward Stearns
and Louisa Chase. Those for the negative are Josephine Cole aud Willie Chase.
Mrs. 11. P. Hammond returned to her
home Saturday after an absence of three
weeks with her mother, Mrs. J. H.
.Jackson at Snow's Falls. Mrs. Jackson
has been sick for some two months.
Just now she is able to be dressed and
can sit up part of the time.
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings of this week at T.'oO o'clock, special
meetings will be held at the Baptist
church at which Rev. II. S. Pinkham of
South Paris will speak. Special music
will be given, and all are invited to the.se
services.
The Hungry Hollow school. Miss
Ruth Stearns, teacher, closed Friday
with exercises according to the follow-

ing programme:

Responsive Reading,

Minimi» Pride
Phu'tH! I'rlde,
Deacon Sluipklus,
Mrs. Sltnpklns

Preacher Lovrjo.y
Charity C'oojxjr
Johanna Hlnes
Hannah Pike
l'iitlence Peabodv

ilepzolmh Spooner
Mrs. Stubbs,

Rachei Uarv
Druscllla Tompkins,

School.

One of the most interesting hearings
far was that before the tish and game
committee on Wednesday, on the proposition to put a tax on non-resident hunters.
Hon. L. T. Carletou conducted the
case for the petitioners in favor of the
tax.
truite a numlter of men identified
with the fish and game interests of the
The
state appeared iu favor <>f the tax.
only opponent was llerl»ert W. Howe of
Bangor, editor of the Maine sportsman.
Some of those w ho now favor it were
opposed to it two years ago.
so

I Γιο

most

LUe the

tended.

by

l^esque

Dunham of Waterville arrived at the
home of Mr. Dunham's parente, Mr. and
Mrs. S. W. Dunham. They were just
returning from the annual Salesmen's
Banquet, held by the large firm of Dunham Bros, at Brattleboro, Vt. Mr. and
Mrs. Lyndon L. Dunham also came the
same day via Boston from Brattleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Π. R. Dunham returned to
Waterville Friday morning, but the others will remain for about a week.
Miss Georgia Marshall was brought
last Thursday
across country in a team
She is gaining as
to her home here.
be
could
as
oxpected.
rapidly
The W. C. T. U. meeting on Thursday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. L. C.
Bates, was a pleasant occasion, and a
large number attended. It was voted to
purchase several new books for study in
the Union, also to observe Frances E.

Willard Memorial day by

|

Μη». Κ. P. Wlthlnuton.
I>ot Brldgnam.
H. A.Irish.
losle Shaw.
Kllle Warren
Uevrgla Dean.
Sadie Spauldln*
Lizzie Wlthlnirton
Mrs. Sadie Tllton
Mrs Belle Nu'ty.
Mrs. Birdie Harlow.
Annie Cole
Mrs. Josle Cole-

Locke's

The Nezinscot Ilistory Club of Buckat their last meeting carried out an
attractive programme in a very interesting manner. After the roll-call quotations. came a table talk on the stories
and myths of Germany, during which,
among other legends, Mrs. Irish told the
origin of egg-hunting at Easter, and related her own recollection of making
little nests in which the hares were expected to lay the bright colored Easter

field,

Mills.

eggs.
Miss Allen had a fund of myths and
stories to relate, after which she read
Goethe's Erl King.
The talk was followed by interesting
character
sketches
of
Touque and
Grimm by Mrs. Prince and Mrs. Shaw,
and then came a half hour's reading
pack apples.
A. L. Emery and W. II. Farnham have from that most charming and pathetic
finished hauling their pulp wood, ami of all tales of fancy,Touque's Undine, by
Miss Prince.
now Mr. Emery is helping Mr. Farnham
take his cord wood to the station.
Bryant's Pond.
Several went down «m the train from
The weather went back on its record
this place to Pomona at Bryant's Pond,
on Tuesdav, ami the result was a
nice
Tuesday the 3rd.
Grange Hall was
Mis. John Bean, who has been very day for Pomona.
sick for some weeks, was taken to the C. nearly full and a nice meeting and good
M. <i. Hospital in Lewiston, Tuesday, time in general was enjoyed by all.
Twenty-one were initiated into the mysthe 3rd.
Mrs. Henry Coolidge went to the hos- teries of the fifth degree, in the forepital in Portland, the 20th ult., but re- noon. The entertainment and discusurned the following Thursday, the doc- sions in the afternoon were interesting.
A consultation was held by Dr. Packtors there agreeing that she could receive no benefit from hospital treatment. ard of West Paris and Dr. Barker of
Norway on the sickness of Mrs. Angie
Mason.
Berry on Saturday. Mrs. Berry has
seemed
to be improving slowly for the
Marion Bean is visiting at her grandpast few days.
parents', Addison Bean's.
\\ e are pleased to report Mrs. Mamie
Arthur Saunders was at Douglas CushCrockett as much improved in health
ing's Sunday. Also Ε. B. Mason.
Mrs. Elmer Stiles and Mrs. Ernest and able to be out some.
Mrs. Lee Rowe is still very low but
Hutchinson were in town one day last
seems to be improving slowly.
week.
Rev.
Henry Brown and wife have been
Hastings Brothers' saw mill started a
few days ago. Moodie Scribner engi- stopping at Norway a few days with
Mr.
Rev.
and Mrs. Cotton. Mr. Brown
neer.
Rachel Westleigh spent the day quite was called home Thursday night to attend the funeral of old Mr. Abbott on
recently at L>. \V. Cushing's.
Mr. Abbott resided
Neil Brown is hauling strips to West Friday afternoon.
with his son. Cullen Abbott, at North
Bethel.
Ilis death was caused by
Mrs. Robert
went to Dum- Woodstock.

citizens and prepared by Rev. George M.
Denmark.
park and George 11. Collins of Fresque
Mr. Jonathan Alexander is reported as
Isle. Incidentally it may be said that
Fresque Isle is the town which wants ery sick and not expected to recover.
Mr. A. C. Pendexter, youngest son of
the school, and which seems to be entitled to it provided Aroostook County get.> Ir. and Mrs. C. O. Pendexter, and who
1
makes
a
tas
been employed in a large drug store
it. Certainly this pamphlet
verv good claim for Aroostook, and can i □ Portland, has gone to Palm Beach,
but leave the reader with the impreseion
'lorida, for a few months.
It is reported that Mr. Fred Sanborn
that this most rapidly growing section
rill build a new saw mill this spring on
of the state needs such a school.
be Bradbury site.
For Senator.
Mr. A. H. Witham is reported as havHon. Jonathan Bartlett of Stoneham i ig sold his store property and business
is announced as a candidate for the Re- t Mr. Dudley Perkins, who is to take
publican nomination for state senator ρ ossession in June.
A musical entertainment and supper
1904. Mr. Bartfrom Oxford County ii
lett is a well known man of large busi- ν ill be held in Odd Fellows Hall the
1 Ith. proceeds to help pay the church
□ess interests, and is now chairman of the
d ebt, which is but a few dollars now.
board of county commissioners.

pneumonia.

The School League had an entertainment at Grange
Hall Wednesday evening, consisting of songs, readings and a
farce. After the entertainment a social
dance was enjoyed.
Although we have had some pretty
rough weather, our mail carrier, R. F.
D. No. 1, has not missed a trip this winter.

The

tended

Baptist supper was quite
on Saturday night.

well at-

Uncle Alden Chase is in very poor
health this winter, not able to be out
any. His son, A. M. Chase, has been
caring for him nights. He is a little better at this writing than he was a few
days ago.
John Arkitt has been confined to the
house with a bad cold for the past two
weeks.
Mrs. Martha Davis has been living
with her sister, Sylvania Perham, since
her home was burned.
Miss Clara Bryant had a bad spell
Thursday afternoon. Dr. Clark was
called and the next morning she was
much better.
Andover.
Died in Andover, Jan. 30, Mrs. Ann
Clark, aged 84 years. For several years
Mrs. Clark, or Aunt Ann as she was
familiarly called, was in feeble health
but not till the last did she become helpless.
Funeral Monday following, attended by Rev. Mr. Barton of Bethel.
Mrs. Bimsly Akers is not as well as
last week.
A. S. Jordan has purchased the Chas.
Marston place.
Help is scarce in the woods with the
snow mostly four feet
deep. Logging
is dragging along slowly.
The political pot is beginning to boil
and town officers are being talked up.
Our present board of selectmen have
given general satisfaction, and their reappointment will be looked for.
The senior class in the High School
will give an entertainment next week.

Brownfield.
Mr.

Duncan Cameron of Portland
spent the week with his mother and
brother, Rev. A.J. Cameron, at the parsonage.
A thunderstorm Wednesday evening.
It was of short duration.
Mrs. Fenderson Hill, formerly a resident of this town, now of Eaton, N. IL,
visits friends in this vicinity.
Miss Patty Went worth, who lias passed
her SH)th year, is very feeble.
Mrs. Cotton, widow of the late Elisha
Cotton of this town, died Feb. 3rd, at
Kezar Falls, aged about 90 years.
Mr. Wesley Johnson lias a stock of
fancy goods for sale in his house on
Main street.
Hebron.

parents
iway at the residence
Slain Street. Miss Mason for years has
jeen an invalid and all that the tender
levotion and care of sisters and parents
jould do has been most unselfishly given,
funeral services were held at her late
mme Thursday afternoon, Rev. F. E.
Barton officiating. A profusion of flowjrs were unspoken expressions of love
ind sympathy from loving friends.
Mr. W. H. Eastman visited Bethel on
Wednesday and Thursday on business.
Mr. Calvin Bisbee is as comfortable as
tils physician had reason to hope for,
ind permanent recovery is expected and
earnestly desired by neighbors and
friends.
Mr. Ira Jordan has been ill for some
lime with the prevalent form of cold and

Miss Clara Berry is home for a three
weeks1 vacation.
Last Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. H. R.

day.

Relatives here were informed last week
of the serious illness of Dr. Charlotte F.
Hammond from pneumonia in Boston,
she is now improving.

important nrannic οι mi·
sfSMion. in ont* sonst*, was that on the resubmission of the prohibitory amendment before the committee on temperThe principal
ance Thursday afternoon.
argument in favor was made by Representative Cyjrus.W. Davis of \\
ami the principal argument in opposition
by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Portland,
president of the National \\. C. 1. I
l'erhaps not quite the same interest was
shown as would have been if the outCushing
11., to nurse for a while last
come had been seriously iu question: rner,
while
that
is
conceded
but it
Thursday.
generally
resubmission will have more votes in its
East Sumner.
favor than in past years, it stands no
Annie, eldest daughter of L. B. Heald,
chance oi going through this legislature.
was buried on Sunday, the 1st inst., age
The elections committee made its re- :;o. Of the four
daughters, only the
on the
its
two
or
rather,
reports,
port,
youngest is now left at home.
Lewistoii contest on Tuesday. The
Barrows Post, G. A. R., met at East
majority report is that two ot the sitting "Mimner in conjunction with the Ladies'
Democratic representatives, Frank A. Relief
Corps on Saturday. The Relief
Morev and A Ion ζ ο M. Garcelon. were
Corps has been organized recently.
legally elected, but that Stephen J. KelMr. Page of Rockland, who represents
ley. Republican, was elected and i- en- Bradstreet's Agency, was in town last
titled to the seat now occupied by week on business. He
says that S9 perMichael A. Coyne. The minority report cent of the failures of last
year were preis that all three Republican contestants
dicted by the agency.
The majority reare entitled to seats.
Rumors say that there is a prospect of
port is signed by two Republicans and another store being built in the place
two Democrats, "the minority report bythe coming season.
The reports were
three Republicans.
Business continues to bo lively around
presented to the house on Thursday, and the railroad station. It is said that
after considerable debate the minority
nearly 100 cords of wood etc. come in
report was substituted for the majority some days. Freight trains are long and
thus
unseating heavy.
rei>ort|l>v|a voteof ttito.»·*»,
all three Democrats and seating the three
Hiram.
Republican contestants—George B. Haskell. Jacob R. Little and Stephen J.
Mrs. James Evans of East Hiram is
Kelley.
ill from a stroke of paralysis.
Mrs. Jennie Lane of Philadelphia was
Rumford f alls Wants a City Charter.
in town on Thursday the 2i>th, at the
EN- funeral of her father, Col. J. F. TwitchCHOSES TO PREPARE
COMMITTEE
ell.
BE PRESENTED TO
ABLING ACT TO
Mr. Elias Gould is in poor health. He
THE LEGISLATVRE.
will be !S9 if living on May 30th.
Mrs. Erastus Cole is ill at the residence
Thr movement toward making a city of her son-in-law, Mr. Mark L. Staples.
of Rumford Falls came to a definite
Mrs. George W. Osgood is improving
head on Saturday night, Jau. 31st. A m health.
mass meeting called by President A. E.
George G. Shirley, deputy sheriff of
Stearns of the Hoard of lrade was held Fryeburg, was in town Tuesday.
the
on that evening, to consider
On the evening of Feb. 4th we had six
question of incorporation as a city, as well ;is inches of snow, also thunder and lightother matters of general interest. Re- ning.
marks were made by several prominent
The Knights of Pythias are prospercitizens. The movement looking toward ing, and receiving new members.
Hon.
a city charter was favored by
Our
attended
Pomona
Grangers
George D. Bisbee, Superintendent of ι irange at Convene, Sebago, on ThursSchools Payson Smith, Editor 1. A. Her- day.
rick of the"llerald and Times, and Judge
We have now some 3 1-2 feet of beauA. E. Stearns and tiful snow.
G. Willard Johuson.
A
were
Dr. A. L. Stan wood
The following officers of Saco Valley
opposed.
rising vote showed nearly all of those Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, were pubmovement.
of
the
in
favor
present were
licly installed at Castle Hall, East
Λ committee of six was appointed to Hiram, Jan. £id:
frame a provisional charter and present
C. C-—Mr*. E<lgar L. Flint.
V. C.—Mrs. Heury W. Merrill.
it to the legislature, so that an euabling
P.—Mr*. Elmer K. Black
act may be passed authorizing the peo1*. C.—Mrs Landing H Hubbant.
Κ. Κ S.—Mr». Charte» Κ. Wilson.
ple at the proper time to vote upon the
This committee consists of
measure.
M.. Κ —Mrs. Ε. C. Buruell.
M.
Ε.—Mrs. Nathan K. Kllut.
A. E. Stearns, chairman, Fayson Smith
M. A.—Mrs. J. E. Twltehell.
secretary, George D. liisbee. R. B. StratΑ. M. Α.—M rt>. .John LombartlM. (>.—Mrs. A,-a B. Kimball.
ton, G. Willard Johnson, and Israel A.
I. U.—Mr*. Geo. E. Davis.
Herrick.
\
O. li.—Mre. Madison Trtpp.
the
time
it
was
voted
as
same
At the
sense of the meeting that the town ought
East Bethel.
to accept the offer of a 510,001» library
Porter Far well recently loaded a car
from Mr. Carnegie, on the usual condiwith cord wood at Locke's Mills.
tions, the town to raise $1000 a year for
Fred C. Bean is hauling lumber from
its support.
•lanover to this place.
Miss Helen Bartlett has gone to Milan.
here and There.
S\ H., to spend a few weeks with C. C.
Aroostook's claims for a new normal vinball and family.
Orman Farwell and others are hauling
school are set forth in a little pamphlet
Isle 1 >ressed hay to Rumford Falls.
a committee of
issued

ateryille,

■

We were visited Wednesday evening
Present,
Woodbury Thaver. by lightning and two peals of thunder.
.Winnie Dudley
I'he Patience of .lob,
The first business of the people of
Washington,
Ralph Stone. Buckfield on the arrival of the mail has
Dialogue. Counting the Chickens Before They
been
to learn of the condition of ExWere Hatched,
Ray moud Gates. Bertie Curtis, Rate Matt. Governor Long, and the report of his imFrank Dudley.
rh· Sparrow and the Boy,
provement was hailed with joy. With
Jessie Jackson
Die Sick Doll
Clarence Hatt. what he has done for the improvement
\tuslc.
Bertle Curtis. of Buckfield, and for his own enjoyment,
I'he Boyle»» Town,
How the "-nulrrel Got His Stripes
and the pleasure derived from the assoRaymond Gates. ciation of
himself and family with the
Harrison Llttlehale.
Hornet»
Dialogue, A Place for Everything and Every- people of his native place, it would have
thing In Its Place,
been a sore disappointment to have
W Iniite Dudley, Jessie Jackson, Rafe Hatt.
I'he Experiment
Ray Thaver. those associations terminated.
Jackson.
s veii
..Jessie
Wm. Record is quite poorly.
Sheep
Music
Clarence and Rafe Hatt.
Rev. Mr. Hannaford of Rumford Falls
The Universalist Sewing Circle will has been in town recently.
meet with Mrs. (>. A. Thayer. Saturday
Rev. C. II. B. Seligman of Bates Colifternoon. Λ general invitation is ex- lege preached at the M. E. church Sun-

Ktcitatlon. No Time

Mr. ('has. Farr's mother. Mrs. Swan of
The bill to regulate the use of gasoline
and naphtha, introduced by request by Portland, returned to her home Tuesday,
:!rd
iust., after a stay of about five
Senator Philbrook, was given a hearing
Tuesday. It had no advocate but a mass weeks with her daughter. She has been
of opposition, and the committee prompt- helping care for her granddaughter,
Mrs. \V. C. Cross, who has a voung
ly voted ought not to pass.
child.
Philbrook
of
Oxford
Senator
presented
"Mountain View House" is closed. No
a petition from John F. Dearborn and 4>
one there.
Something that has not hapothers of Woodstock and West Paris for
pened before for many years. Mrs.
streams
ou
time
close
a
permanent
her
Kmma (Felt) Stearns has taken
emptying into Indian. Smith and Twitch- whole family, hired man and all to Mr.
ell Ponds, and on Indian Pond for three Stearns' home in Bethel. Alec Melvin,
years.
the hired man, is to help Mr. Stearns

Ought to pass has been reported on
the act authori/.ing the Norway and
Paris Street Kail way to lease the property and franchises of the Oxford Light
Co.: also on the bills to legalize the doings «if the Portland and Kumford Falls
Kailway and the Kumford Falls and
Kangelev Lakes Railroad.

WISDOM OF THE WIDOW.
North PâHs,
Bethel.
Weât PâHâ.
is geting to be very sickly in this
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Sat.,
Three couples from here attended
View· of · Man Who Doe· Not Acre·
Bethel Federa- ricinity.
With Tony Weller.
:lerks' ball at Norway, and report an 1 ί. E. church entertained
J.
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at
been
has
who
Parker
Mies
ion of Clubs in their cosy church parenjoyable time.
J
to
who marries a girl Just out
has
man
The
months
several
for
Vbbott's
gone
was very unfavorable
Mrs. Ida Merrill has finished work 1 ore. The weather
a time.
need of much shrewdness,
for
in
Turner
has
friends
school
1er
of
members enjoyed
here at the railroad station, and J. C. 1 tut about twenty-flve
E. Thurlow is goting quite well and tact and fortitude, for the first year of
which consisted of relOwere, a young man from Quebec, has he programme,
time.
ations and readings which were follow- ; ible to work most of the
matrimony will produce a violent revotaken her place.
L. H. Beck is slowly gaining.
discussion of "colution in her mind. As she learns to
Mrs. Geo. Tirrell has Lillian Farwell >d by an informal
Choice lots of apples are now selling
iducation" and difforent methods of
know lier husband—she who has never
of Bethel working for ber.
caching in the primary department of for §1.00 per barrel. F. A. Dunham and seen him except when he had his best
Last week Miss Ella Berry attended
A. D. Litllehale,
the Baptist Quarterly meeting at Can- >ur public schools.
coat on—she will deem him a brute and
Monday, Susie Ada Mason, daughter Frank Webb are away packing apples will be
ton. Before returning home she will
disappointed and disgusted, for
for F. L. Barrett.
Melissa
and
Mason,
>f
Charles
passed
and
Roxbury.
visit in Farmington
on
she will compare him with that imposof her
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Five candidates received the 3rd and
1th degrees at West Paris Grange special
meeting Jan. 11.
West Paris Grange is to have an entertainment Feb. 16. In the evening an
nyster and pastry supper from 6 to 7:30
P. M., then an apron sale closing up
with a literary and social entertainment.
The 3rd and 4th deerees will probably
be conferred Feb. 14 on a class of four.
Mrs. Oscar Kimball gave birth to a boy

baby recently.

Most of the children around here have
been sick with the prevailing distemper.
R. B. Never»' baby boy had the disease
it
and
developed into pneumonia
from which he died Feb. 2. The funeral
took place Feb. 5, Rev. Mr. Rich officiating. Mr. B. F. Nevers carried the
child to .Sweden for interment.
James Robinson has bought the Clinton Mayhew farm in Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Curtis, Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. P. A.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Harris Ellingwood and Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Curtis attended Pomona Grange at Bryant's Pond
Feb. 2.
Samuel Koene swapped a horse for a
yoke of steers with Leslie Mayhew.

grippe.

Mr. Eli Stearns shipped a carload of
Berlin this week.
Our milliner, Miss Ε. E. Burnham, is
jelling liamburgs at "mark down prices."
Gould Academy basket-ball team went
to Lancaster, Ν. H., and played the team
there Thursday evening. The game resulted 0 to 2 in favor of the Lancaster

|

ipples to

ser-

vice.
An entertainment and Medicine Co.
called the Dr. Grey Wonder Workers,
arrived in town Thursday. There are
three men and two ladies in the company
and if they have sufficient patronage will
stay a week.
The Universalist Circle had an entertainment on Friday evening. The stage
entertainment consisted of a short play
entitled "Maidens All Forlorn," and the
several parts were well taken. There
was a good audience, and social dancing
followed the play.
Mr. Jerry H. Cole while chopping
wood near Trap Corner last Friday, had
the misfortune to strike the axe into the
top of his foot cutting a deep gash four
inches long, and severing two arteries.
Although bleeding freely Mr. Cole
walked home, where he was attended by
I)r. Wheeler.
Although painful the
foot is doing as well as could be expected.

team.

A large number of the academy
students attended the fair given by the
ladies of the Union church, Newry.
Mr. Walter Chandler has been at home
from Norway part of the week, suffering

Hartford.

sible ideal of mauhood which every
girl has in her mind and of which he,

But with exof course, falls short
perience will come wisdom. In time
she will understand that her girlhood's
if she were to have him in the

ideal,
flesh, would be

an

unbearable prig,

and that her husband is about as good
him—
as men go and even—If she loves

little better than the next man.
A widow has all this knowledge of
men and of the world, which a spinster
lacks. A man talks to a widow freely
She
as to one who has found him out.
is expert in the urts of pleasing him,
and if a bright young widow sets her

STATE OF MAINE.
ixkohij, mm :
February 3rd, 1903.
IW hereus, Levi F. Packard, late of Oxfonl, In
In
>ie County of Oxfonl, State of Maine,
le lifetime conveyed by mortgage deed to Albert
Welle, of Oxfor i, aforesaid, a certain tract or
areel of land together wltu the buildings there
n, situated hi said Oxfonl, County and State
foresaid, liour.ded northerly by the County road
sailing from Oxfonl vliluge to OtUlleld Gore;
a«teri> b> lite mad leading from said Oxfonl
llUtge to Fast Otis Held to the tire·: ey brook
ridge; thence up said Greeley brook to the ol··
iiee.ey II.il rond; thence on «aid Greeley Hill
o&iitothe road leasing over Otlsfleld Gore,—
leaning hereby to convey the name ρ rem 1 see
onveyed to.sald 1'ackanl by eald Will·, Janarvllth, A. 1). 1902.
The date of eald mortgage deed le January
1th, Α. I». l'jtri, and It le recorded In Oxlonl
tegirtry of Deed», vol. 277. page 115; anil eald
nortgagc was duly assigned by said Will· to
ae, the undersigned, KelH-ccn Moore of Abbot,
η the «
-.uuty ut 1M*Citaqul·, State of Maine,
foresaid.
..···« wuereue the condition In paid
mortgage
lae bet η and now remain· broken; now tnereore, by reue< η ot eald breach ol condli on I claim
> foiecloMire ol
nuid moitgage, and g ve this
loilce ot my Intention.

her only
cap for a man he can escape
by flight. A widow has no illusions
and 110 ideals. She is well trained and
used to going double, while the spinster
is an unbroken tilly and is bound to

kick up a good deal when she tirst feels
a tug at the suatlle.—San Francisco
Bulletin.
Fnnhlonalile Life In Italy.

The fashionable season in Italy, sayi
Luigi Villari in "Italian Life In Town
and Country," is from Christmas to
Easter, the time generally known as
the carnival. At Naples, .Messina and
some other places thure Is also a sumCommenting on the pemer season.
culiarities of life among the upper

I shall be at my office with J. PIERCE,
at his

until further notice, where I shall be
prepared to do all kinds of

OPTICAL WORK
Priccs as low as Is
class work.
attention

Special

requisite

given

to

with first-

Prescription

work and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Notice.

Legislative

Jewelry Store,

Wednesday, Feb. 4th,

ALL EXAMINATIONS FREE.

REBECCA MOORE.

a

Notice.

Special

KoTicE or rontcLosrBE.

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
.til hold hearing* In their room, No. Stf, at the
lata Ilouee. a* f ·ι| iwe.
Feb. 12th, at 2 l' M., on petition of II. It. GodIn and irt other·, citizens of the towns of
.eih'*i, Ni wry, Hanover, Grafton and Upton,
ml Riley I'laiitatlon, In ihe County of Oxford,
hat tne iiounty ο beare lie restored.

J. Franklin Harris,
No. 4 Odd Fellows Block,

PARIS,

SOUTH

MAINE.

12, at 2 I*. M., on petition of the selectmen
liyron, und :1m others, citizens of livron, BoxIn
Oxford
>ury, Andover and other towns
Jounty, that the bounty on beare and wll· cat*
it

Feb.

»o

restored.

FUBBUSH, SccreUry.

H. A.

Notice

Legislative

W. H. Winchester,

The Committee on Judiciary will give a public
In
icarlng lu Its room a', the Slate Motive
re assignment,—Thursday, Feb. 12
\ugu*ta,
On an act U.
I'.HCI, ut two o'clock I*. M. No. K2.
the trais
cgulate the practice of embalming and who
havr

HEADQUARTERS FOR

—

iiortatlon of dead bodies of persons
lied from Infectious diseases.

Alfred Bicknell of Boston died on
February 1, at his son's home
Sunday,
Tuesday, Feb. 1ft, ϋκβ. at 2 o'clock l> M. No. 7C
un&
Purington"
Friday, "Woodbury
in that city. 495 Blue Hill Avenue. The
In an act to aliolieh Ka-t l»ay ami Institute
loaded a car of corn which contained deceased was a native of this
I'atrlots' l»ay.
town, and
MOBBILL N. 1)BKW, Secretary.
1200 bushels. Not very long ago our was born in 1S24. Ile wont to Boston
500
of
car
a
merchants
thought
grain
when a young man. In tint city he enbushels1 capacity alargeone. Improved
gaged in the building business as a mem- classes, Mr. Villari says:
Ï/WWWWWWVVWAAM/W:
rolling stock of the railroad and stronger ber of the firm of Bicknell Λ Harmon.
"Italians, even in the grandest estab>
freight cars make largo shipments possi- He continued in business with Mr. Har- lishments, do not wear evening dress
ble.
A
entered
then
and
mon for several years,
for dinner unless there in a party.
into partnership with Joseph F. Paul.
Albany.
black coat is enough for ordinary purMeof
the
was
elected
Πβ
surveyor
be parSome of the sick ones are on the gain,
poses. A few men who wish to
and
Insurance
Mutual
chanics'
Company,
while others are taking their place on
ticularly fashionable wear a smoking
of
the
the
at
time
that
held
big
position
the sick list. C. A. Grover is out doors
a black tie, which garment
lire in 1872. When the company coat with
in pleasant weather. Mrs. Cole remains Boston
is eutllcicnt for all save very large dinwas reorganized after the fire, he was
about the same. Mr. George Cumminge
and so continued un- ner parties and balls. On the other
is thought to be a little on the gain. elected president
Lovell.
He hand, there are occasions when a man
was liquidated.
till
the
company
Arthur Andrews is down with a stomach
The Congregational Circle of tho C'en· I
the partnership of Bicknell dons his dress clothes by day. It is de
trouble. He is under the care of I)r. then formed
Mr.
of
home
tho
at
ter was entertained
& Robinson, insurance, but this firm rigueur at court functions, even in
of Bethel.
and Mrs. J. C. Stearns, Wednesday even- Wight
after a short time. Ile was
Just now we are having quite a wind dissolved
mornings, and at weddings. Ladies
then elected secretary of the Charitable
ing.
and
drifted
roads.
blow
wear hats at the theaters except on
that
Mrs. Benjamin Gray is quite ill, and
and
held
Mechanics
Association,
Our selectmen are at work on tlio anmore JewLuce E. Elliott is there caring for her.
until his death. Mr. Bicknell gala nights. They display
nual report for the year. We hope it position
than English ladies. The
day
by
elry
Ε. N. Fox, who has been quite sick
and
devoted
of
student
was
a
astronomy,
will prove that the town is improving in
with neuralgia is now improving.
much time to this study. He was a Italian aristocracy have maguitlcent
financial standing, so that those of our
Ellen W. Andrews is at C. K.
member of Joseph Warren Lodge of jewels, and even in quite smali towns,
citizens that have lost heart and wish to
man's.
and also of I. (). 0. F. of Augus- where there is no great wealth, the old
not only themselves but oth- Masons,
withdraw,
The Woman's Library Club of Lovell
this state. Besides the above men- families can make a tine display. The
ers together with their Land and join ta,
held its meeting Wednesday, Jau. 28th,
tioned son at whose home he died, he tall hat is
only necessary at marriages,
Waterford, will be satisfied to remain
at tho home of Mrs. Mary lleald Walker.
The funa wife and a daughter.
with the rest of us poor fellows that are leaves
funerals and at court. Young men of
sent on
Thirty members were present. Tho pro- trying to keep the town organization to- eral services were held on Wednesday fashion wear it also when paying calls
M. in Russell Hall in the
at 2:30 P.
gramme of the meeting was as follows:
the bourgether.
Mechanics Association's build- during the season. Among
Business.
The Ladies' Circle was cntertainod Charitable
Mrs. Drusllla Walker.
Current Events,
on Huntington Avenue.
geoisie evening clothes are hardly ever
ing
the
at
the
vestry by
Thursday evening
Song, Bonnie l»oon
worn at all."
Mrs. 1 va Fox, Mrs. Tina Chapman.
young men, they taking the whole
Dickvale.
Paper. A Comparison of the Eighteenth an<l charge of the tables, etc. They set as
Nineteenth Centurie»,
Β. B. Wyman is wintering a good
Two Clever Statenmen.
Mise Charlotte Hobbs. well arranged and well filled tables as
his
Mrs. Ella Harmon. could be asked for, and the waiters were Alclayone colt which he raised from
One. crisis in Lord I'almerston's life
i'aper, Robert Burns,
last
Oilman
mare
summer.
A'That
Clias.
Tlie number of uien wbo fall
Man
for
Man's
a
A
I'oem,
all up to date in their manners. One
illustrates the absolute good humor
Read by Mrs. Sargent.
Levi Bowker is in poor health this
The T. M. Crocker Homestead on Paris Hill.
on account of lack of courage
which may prevail even when political
young man cut a unique figure with his winter.
I'oim, To a Mouse,
In onlcr to close the e*tat*. thin valuable pr«.|·
Read by Mies Olive Benton. bright and smiling: face under a fine head
is enormous. The number wbo
is
at its worst. Lord Derby had
enmity
Mrs. J. C. Wyman and Mrs. Grafton
Members of Club.
erty 1* oflVreil for «ale ami will be toM at a
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bargain. rhe Iioum· 1- two story, well a<lapti !
O'Shanter,
I'oem,
Gordon are a little better.
sweater over which he had a nice new
Read by Mrs Elizabeth Swett
for two faillite» anil In lair »tate of repair. A !
J. C. Wyman's mill yard is filling up house with such energy and eloquence
lar If they knew positively that
of
Club.
he
Members
but
of
Auld
colored
Lang Syne
joining thin, a large barn. The lot contain* thn·.·
Song,
pair suspenders,
bright
liiui seemed over«ml one-half acree, an·! on thl» 1* a line orchar I.
It would bring back two is asThe with white birch shook timber and loug that the odds against
was there himself just the same.
Thl-· 1* a rare chant-·' to Meure a mort ilealrable
himself
Oxford.
timber.
But he defended
whelming.
exThere
out.
was
well
carried
uien
Such
merely
tonishing.
l'art of the nurchate money <an
homcHtea·!.
programme
and his policy from the dusk of one
A drama "The Spy of Gettysburg" was both vocal and instrumental music,
remain on mortgage, If ileaire·!.
never
Maine News Notes.
ist. They don't live. They
tUoa email garden lot nearly opposite tin'
was played by local talent at Robinson readings and recitations, which
were
day to the dawn of another with such
half of the 1
home-teail. Alio one un>11
really amount to anything.
Hall, Jan. 29th.
tact, dexterity and force of appeal to
finely rendered. The roads were so bad
M. Cooper pasture, containing 73 acres more or
The men who win are the men
The Ladies' Aid Society met with people from a distance could not get out,
ICPH.
The directors of the Portland Iron and the national sense of honor that he was
For particulars anil terms Inquire of
Mrs. Elbridge Edwards.
thus the crowd was small compared with Steel Co. have voted to rebuild on the
who think out the right course
acquitted of all blame by a majority of
WILSON Λ UR.W, South Tari»
Rev. Mr. Newport has been
what it undoubtedly would have been if site of their rolling mills, which were
their
back
then
and
up
to
fourscore.
pursue
of sermons on the "Apostles' the weather had permitted.
a series
last
August.
corthe
last
their
bupied
Next day in passing through
penny
convictions with
Creed."
Drawing of cord wood and pulp wood
John W. North of Portland, formerly ridor leading from an anteroom to the
and their last ounce of energy.
Feb. 1st, "Decision Day," was ob- is all the rage here. Amos L. Bean with
served by the Y. P. S. C. È. Rev. Mr. one pair of horses that weigh about nine a sail-maker in the navy but for several upper house one swing door opened to
I have put in a new line of Rockingsuicide by hang- his hand and at the same moment the
The first Roods John WanaNewport preached on the subject in the hundred pounds each, has drawn 1"> years retired, commited
maker ever sold brought him
85 years of age.
ham or Yellow Ware, in bowls, platters,
other to that of Lord Derby. They
morning, and the meeting Sunday even- cords of spruce from the late Leonard ing Thursday, at
$25. He delivered his goods
ing was led by Mr. Ε. Η. Pratt.
He colGerman F. Small of Rockport was re- were opponents, but they were also
C'ummings farm, so called, to Bethel.
In r« wheelbarrow.
bakers, chambers, teapots, covered butMrs. Smith is visiting her grand- Tyler T. Cole, although lie has seen cently drowned
men.
natured
overboard
sweet
They
lected the Î33 and went difalling
manly and
by
I have a better grade,
ter jars, etc.
to a newspaper office
more than three score and ten years, has from the coal schooner Adelie T.Carleton,
rectly
daughter, Mrs. II. II. Hall.
smiled.
and planked It down for adStephen Jillson has sold his sawmill at with a pair of horses put in over 50 on which he was employed as seaman.
much heavier and stronger than you will
"I was just thinking," said ralmervertising space.
Oxford Station to Walter Frye.
cords, and others are doing well.
"Bill" Sowall of Island Falls, Pres- stoti, "what a clever fellow he was who
find elsewhere in the two villages, ami
Mrs. Geo. J. P^rrott and Miss Evie I
Abel Andrews lias bought a new horse
men would have spent
me in a hole!"
Some
ident
Roosevelt's
former
has
so
put
guide,
gone
nearly
some
Parrott have been spending
(if Charles Grover to help put his cord
my prices are always the lowest.
to Washington, accompanied by his wife
"Ah," was the rejoinder, "but noth?l.î»0 for Rome cheap dodgers and
at Augusta.
wood through. He intends putting in
would
A collection for the starving Finns I over 100 cords of cord wood at Bethel, and daughter and four friends, to visit ing like the cleverness of the fellow
rest.
the
They
"saved"
was taken at the C. E. meeting, Sunday lie has Lee Andrews. Will Grover and the president.
who got you out of It!"
have been wheelbarrow merwood
the
with
teams
on
others
evening.
Brunswick accepts the offer of a $15,helping
chants today.—Shoe and Leather
and spruce pulp wood.
000 library from William J. Curtis of
Tnklnic u Chance.
Facts.
East Hebron.
New York, a former resident, without a
lie looked happy enough as he
rrycDurg.
Storms have ceased to be a luxury in
dissenting vote in town meeting, though
Will pay
Small owls for mounting.
If AVaniininher wore doing
walked up to the postotlice box, set a
Tlie drama Riven by tho senior class it involves the raising of §1,200 yearly.
this community.
liUHinesm liere, lie wo η l«l adI lie
Can
."i0 cts. apiece if in good condition.
bundle on the floor and began
is failing, has Tuesday evening was a success.
Mrs. Jere Packard
huge
A Farmington man, George Knapp,
vertise in thin pnper,
failed rapidly the past week, and is not parts were well played and the h"11*1'
he sent to me by mail.
taking pretty square envelopes therein
has
assisted
some
recently
trapping
was crowded.
Next Friday night, Feb.
conscious most of the time.
them by twos and
green goods men in New York. He re- from, dropping
J. WALDO NASH. Taxidermist,
Fred Packard is expected to return 13 they repeat it at Hiram.
^VWWVWWVWWWWWWV.
ceived
a circular from them, and in con- threes Into the box.
Λ or way, Maine.
Candlemas Day was cloudy and rainy.
from Swampscott, Mass., this Wedneslot of letters," remarked the
the New York police "put
with
"Big
junction
shower.
and
snow
storm
thunder
Fob
4
a
day. He visited his two daughters who
The ladies of the Congregational circle up a job'' on them which resulted in an policeman. "Nice day too."
board with their uncle, Frank L. Bon"*"
arrest.
For Infants and Children
"Letters!" said the happy man. "My
met to sew with Mrs. T. L. Eastman
ney, while attending school.
f
tin *e are not letters.
week.
dear
this
on
Thursfellow,
commence
been
verdict
for
has
recovered
again
A
$000
Special meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bemis were called in tlie Cumberland County court, by They are wedding invitations."
day evening with Rev. J. M. Edwards of
Brunswick as speaker from abroad at to Conway Friday, her brother, Mr. Mrs. Laura T. Lombard, of South PortA stern look came over the face of
Will Irish, having sawed hie arm oil be- land, against Flavel A. Chaplin of Port- the hitherto friendly policeman.
present.
The storm on Wednesday came the low the elbow.
land, for damages caused by the plain"My friend," he said, "I am sorry to
Miss Ruth Goodnow has gone to tiff's horse being frightened at the dewrong day for those who attended Pobut I must do my duty.
visit of several fendant's automobile. This is the first disturb you,
mona Grange, and others that intended Massachusetts for a
with
me."
Come
wookSi
of the kind ever tried in a Maine
case
to attend in Androscoggin county.
"Arrested Y"
Miss Mary Cousins has returned after court.
Mr. Needham is having a good amount
(Trade Mark.)
Boston
anil
weeks
in
"Yes."
several
of trade to commence with.
spending
A shocking accident at Bridgton MonThis
is
an
sir?
what
this
"On
a
The sick are not gaining much
vicinity.
charge,
Mr. A. F. Lewie lias gone to \\ ashmg- day morning resulted in the deatli of outrage."
week, and many of them are not so well.
for ailment, or diseases of the Stomach.
two people and the serious injury of a
if
taken
to
warranted
is
D.
C.
you
finished
ton,
The dairymen have nearly
"Not at all. You arc advertising a
1 ar- third. Mrs. Willis Gammon was dressMiss Lena Emerson has gone to v
If it fails to help you bring it back and
getting ice for future use.
IJlood, Liver and Kidneys, etc.
lier two small children, when one of lottery through the post."
ing
science.
domestic
mouth
to
teach
on
ice
who
were
Those
busy sawing
man
went
The
—TRY
IT.
and
for
hold
of
the
table
cloth
aloug.—Kansas
City
it
Miss Alice Burbank spent Sunday with them pot
^et the money you paid
the day the neighbors cut and hauled
pulled it off. The lamp which was on Independent.
Mrs. Rogers' wood, came last Thursday her sister in Gorham.
the table went on to the floor and broke,
Is Wisdom
"Where
and worked all day sawing and working
Greenwood.
Λ Touch of Sorrimm.
and in an instant the children were enwith
RE-VI-NO
up the wood the others had cut and
through J. E. Goold & Co.,
Retail Druggists
Mr. Skinflint (on receiving a deputaAbout eight o'clock, last Saturday veloped in flames. The mother made
hauled. No time was wasted, but they
drove up to the heroic efforts to save the lives of her tion from his employees)—Well, what's Cook. Everett & Penned, or
W.
Perkins
& Co., Portland, Me.
evening,
Floyd
Morgan
John
all worked as if working for dear life,
Bennett place with one (jf those Bryant children, and was fatally burned in do- the matter now?
and jokes were abundant and well redied
in
afthe
Pond belles, stating that they had tipped ing so. The older child
Clerk (spokesman)—We want to be
ceived. The work was thankfully reover twice already, and expected to as ternoon of the same day, and the mother
ceived by her.
paid
every week instead of every
child
is
The
his
at night.
badly
younger
many times more before reaching
PBK^CKIPTIO*
DBUtiGIST,
month.
recover.
but
will
on
Mountain.
As
the
wind
Patch
home
burned,
probably
North Stoneham.
"Ugh! You get all that's due to you,
was blowing a gale, estimated at tiO
Next door to Post Oflice,
Mrs. Austin McAllister from Norway miles an
Oxford Pomona.
don't you?"
hour, invitation was given them
visited her brother, H. B. McKeen, Wed- to
"Yes, sir."
Oxford County Pomona will have its
stop until morning; but he had start1S97.
Registered
nesday and Thursday.
ed for home and was resolved that March meeting at West Paris, on third
"And promptly to a day?"
Mr. and Mrs. William Gammon visited neither wind nor cold should
his
prevent
day. Programme:
"Yes, sir."
their daughter, Mrs. Frank Keniston of
M u*lc.
getting there with his girl. And they
"Then why do you want to be paid
Lovell, Sunday.
there. But whether without getting Paper by Mrs. C. S. Dudley
got
weekly instead of monthly?"
Hebron Grunge
Herbert Adams has got home from
MuMc,
upset again report eaith not.
Question: Which Is a more commendable qualBethel.
"Please, sir. it's so we won't be getFloyd has finished his work with
ity In a wife, sweet contentment with whatEarl McAllister, eon of Mrs. Leonard John
tin* the lumbago carryin' home our
and is now at work in Anever fortune may bring or an ambitious
Titus,
Gammon, is quite sick. Πθ is staying drews' grist mill.
striving; for somcthln? better ?
wages."—Loudon Answers.
Owned by West Part* Grange.
with his mother.
Widow Esther Ilerrick had a shock Mu*ic
Willis McKeen has gone to Portland some time
To Mnrket on Stlltn.
ago, since which she lias been Reading bv West Pari» Grange
For the balance of this season we will sell you an Overto see his sister, Mrs. Lottie Luck, who in verv feeble health and rather on the Music bv Norway Grange
An interesting and picturesque cusFrank'ln
Grange.
Heading,
is at the hospital.
We have determined to sell
decline.
coat
at wholesale price.
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Music
tom In southwestern France is that of
Lizzie Dill is visiting her mother,
Ε. Ε Field.
Mrs. Newton Bryant has so far recov- Paper,
to market on stilts. Groups of
coat
and
going
Mrs. Sylvester Adams.
West
Parte
priced theni accordingly.
Grange.
every heavy weight
ered her health as to be about the house Reading,
Music
young mem and women mounted on
or
we
call
unon
the
national
"hall
Question:
East Waterford.
high stilts may be seen daily crossing
Merrill was nearly prostrated
state government to bull·! and maintain per
All $15 00 Overcoats now $u.oo.
have with the
James Tibbetts and family
the marshy plains known as "the Lanmannnt rural highways ? If so, which and
for several days, but is
grippe
to what extent?
moved back to Sabatis. Mrs. Tibbetts' now
10.00.
des." "The Landes" are cut up into
'3 5°
He, together with M uslc
convalescing.
sister,Wilma Millett, accompanied them.
12.00
wife and two children, made a pleas- Reading,
9.00.
Norway Grange. small ditches, pools and hummocks,
Jonas W. Atherton is recovering from ant call at the Bennett
and stilts are in consequence almost
S.oo.
place the firet of Muelc
10.00
a severe attack of the grippe.
Slate Master, Hon. O. Gardner is ex- necessary to those who desire to travtlie week.
6.00.
7·5θ
Harry L. Hutchins,wife and daughter,
Mrs. Frank Brooks is on the sick list, pected to be present.
erse them.
of North Fryeburg, visited at C. H. and her
5.00
3·50·
J. A. Rouerts, Sec.
sister, Annie Cross, of North
Pride's last week.
Ill» Qnentlon.
Norway, is caring for her.
Will Poole is working for Herman
County Items.
Henry Brooks has been in feeblo health
Sister—You've seen Mrs. Newpop's
Hill.
for some time, but is said to be gaining
baby, haven't you?
Mrs. Paul Howe is sick, also Mrs. E. under the care of Dr. Whitman of BuckBrother—Yes, but I'm afraid Mrs.
The Androscoggin Lakes Telephone
C. Hilton.
field.
has been organized Newpop must think I don't take any
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Monk of South
Fannie Brooks' school at the Centre and Telegraph Co.
Paris visited her aunt, Mrs. Martha closed last
purpose of carrying on interest in babies.
Connection.
Friday, and Nora Thomas at Bethel for the
and telephone business in
Pride, Sunday.
Sister—Of course, if you don't ask
school in this district will finish up next the telegraph
Grafton and
Pride Brothers made the past year
Bethel,
Newry,
Upton,
to
close
her
about
it
she—
Nora
intends
week.
questions
Friday
2,564 pounds of butter from about an school with an entertainment, and luis Me., with $5,000 capita! stock of which
Brother-But I did ask a question:
average of 9 cows, and G. L. Hilton invited all the children of a larger growth 5125 is paid in. The officers are:
asked if it could sit up on its hind legs
an
of
made 3,1 i>6 pounds from
President—Silas K. Peaslee. Upton.
average
in the neighborhood to be present. \\ e
and beR yet, and she wouldn't answer.
Treasurer—Charles Chase, Upton.
11 cows.
intend to be there since they may need a
—Philadelphia Press.
Certificate
approved Feb. 2, 1003.
moderator.
for men at this season is our Hue
Norway Lake.
When the Herrick brothers came here
HIS
LIFE.
NEARLY FORFEITS
The AVIhi· Ilcncon.
School closed Friday for the long va- last fall
Box Calf Lace
with them a large
they
brought
A runaway almost ending
cation.
"Deacon," began the old colored parfatally,
pamphlet, entitled Glimpses of Greater
a horrible ulcer on tho leg of J. son, "do you ebeli
Mothers' Club will meet with Mrs.
say. 'Git behind me,
$a.oo.
Cleveland, together with Some Old Time started
111. For four Satan?' "
Ella Perry, Feb. 17th.
Views. It makes a highly interesting B. Orner, Franklin Grove,
It
hax
the
and
doctors
all
remeit
all
defied
Miss Jessie Dinsmore of Norway visntyle demanded by tlie
.years
"No, bruddah. Ah do not." said Deapicture book, containing ue it does near- dies.
Bucklen's Arnica Salvo had no
ited at F. E. Pottle'e last week.
man, the rorofort demanded by
ly 150 photographs of natural and artificon Green. "Ef Ah told Satan to Kit
dresrny
cure him.
Mrs. Arthur Richardson and several
Equally good for behind
objects. We have only space here trouble to
me. lie might stick me when
the eaae-loring nun and the
children of Denmark visited her mother, to notice one.
Burns, Bruises, Skin Eruptions and Piles.
atrength and
Monument, Wade 25c.
Perry's
at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s, South Ah wa'n't lookin'. All keeps him ripht
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore, this week.
Park. No description is given of its aidemanded
the
economical
durability
by
in front whah Ah kiu see him."—ChiFirst thunder shower of the season
iimentions, but the Commodore stands Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
man.
It tills every man'» requirements
News.
cago
Wednesday evening, Feb. 4th.
in its top, and looks as we have seen his
MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE.
without emptying anyone'· pocket.
picture elsewhere. On the front of the
South Rumford.
One was pale and sallow and the other
nonument is a boat, containing four
The Only Way to Prove It.
Made in all »ize· and width·.
A large crowd at the School League nen, one of whom is Perry standing in fresh and rosy. Whence the difference?
l»e
mor»
"Which do you think should
sociable at F. P. Putnam's Feb. 3d, en- ;he middle and in the act of cheering She who is blushing with health uses
Your» Truly,
highly esteemed, money or brain*?'
joyed the readings, dancing, games, 1 lis men on from one vessel to another. Dr. King's New Life Pills to maintain it.
answered Senntor Sor
I
"Brains,"
music and refreshments of cake and The scene is well described in I erry β By gently arousing the lazy organs they
"But nowadays the only way r
\
:offee. The next one will be at Mrs. Victory one verse of which reads:
compel good digestion and head off con- Kbuin.
man can convince i>eoplc that he bat
[•here*· one gallant act of our noWe commander. stipation. Try them. Only 25c. at F.
Dynthia Ackley's.
Whilst writing my song 1 will noilce with A. Shurtleff &
Will Cole did not like his job at the
Co.'s, South Paris; brains Is to get money."—Washingtor
Falls, and is now working for M. L.
launched In the smack that carried the Noyés Drug Store, Norway.
î. N. SWETT,
and
from throat trouble.
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The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. Dr.
Donham, Tuesday afternoon.
A lecture was given here Wednesday
evening by Prof. Roberts of Colby.
February so far has been very generous with weather.
Rain, snow, fog,
thaw, thunder shower and freeze.
so
much
to choose from all
Surely with
ought to be satisfied.
We have in mind one old-fashioned
Front yard, that of Miss Elizabeth
rubbs, which is filled with old time
[lowers. We do not know how many
kinds but ladies' delights, clove pink·,
which rival the carnation in fragrance,
1 sweet Williams, morning glories, etc.,
[Vyman.
W. F. Clark has been hauling cordthrough her down close by
: -un riot and some have escaped the yard
rood to Rumford Falls.
l ο brighten the road side for rods.
f lays
rascals Intend for to drown
Mrs. Ed. Record from Livermore is
We sympathize with Buckfield in re1
my brave boys, you need never fear."
egard to lack of news, but think that if risiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. "hen he too*
off his coat and plugged up the
>utnam.
< iach correspondent should tell a dream
from
is
Miss Helen Doughty
Milton
And °t* rough Are and sulphur away he did
1 he result might be astonishing to say
steer.
■' rorking for Mrs. M. L. Wyman.
t he least.
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Mother Gray's Sweet Powder» for Children,
jsed bv Mother Gray, a nur«e In Children'·
Home, New York, break ρ Cold· In 94 hour·,
•ure KeverUhoe··, Headache, Stomach Trouble·,
reethlng Dlaonlera, and l>e*truy Worm·. At
AdkU Druggist·, SSo. Sample mailed FRKK.
Lreaa, AUea 8. Pitied. L· Boy, Ν. T.
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Little Hum».

married a rich wife, didnt
you?" nsked Jones of his friend.
"Yes," he siKhed, "but she's not declared any dividend yet"
"You
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Sunday.

Thé Munidpâl Lighting; Bill.
PROVISION'S OF THE MEASURE NOW

111

FORE THE LEGISLATURE.

The W. C. T. U. meet with Mrs. Pol
tie Thursday afternoon of this week.

Ohio, Cttt or Toledo, |. β
»
Loca* cocrrr.
Fkank J. CHIWET make· oath U»l batott
senior partner of the Hen of W.J· Cbener A C<
>to1 η « boat dm* In the CHjr of Tolnle, CmM
and Sut»· aforeeald, »n<l that »ald in» will Ρ·
the mm of ohe hi ukiuci» i«>li.am for ne
anil every rum of ('Attrrh that raiiol b· πι»
h* Ute nae of IIai.l'· Catarrh Ctm*.
Γιαιι J. (Ίηητ
In m
Ηworn to liefore mr A»l
A. D.
of
Wi
|)«»i»h»r,
this
iliy
pmcmv.

churches'.
:
second Congregational Church, Re*· "■
Preaching aerrlce Sonda;
Rtdoout, Paator
Men
10:40 Λ. M.; Sabbath School, 13Λ0
:15
Prayer Meeting atr· 3°; Social Meeting.
M.: rcmilar weekly Prayer Meetlni.Thnr»"»
evenlna; V. P. 9. C. K. Meeting ftrlday evei

Below are given the essential pv<
visions of the bill introduced in tli β
;
The subject of Mr. Little's sermoi
legislature last week, authorizing a
S '00 r. M.
IJnÎvernallat Church, tie*. Caroline Κ. Ane»·'
ί n%AL !
next Sunday is "The Oood Samaritan.
The rule under which we have acte· 1 complete and inviolable secrecy sut
municipal lighting plant in South Paru '·
A.W.GUUaO·.
P**tor. Preaching »erv1ee on hud-1%, Μ 1υ 3
This bill was drawn by a committc β in former years was undoubtedly thn t rounding the expression of the
®
I
f
GRAND THINK RAILWAY.
T. T. C.
Notary Pabtlr
It
4. w.; Sabbath School,
Mrs. Mabel Poole of Yarmouth was, 1
llall'· Catarrti Cerr I· taken Infernally ae-l art
of tb > the intention of the voter, when ascei
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tlio
last
aim
an<
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■
is
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which
special
the
voter
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great
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on ths blood aa«1 mur»·· aarfaeea a
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F.
guest of her aunt, Mr». Stowe, for a fen
Β
ltev.
Flrkett,
Merb.vlint C hurch.
South Paris Village Corporation. Th β tained by an inspection of the ballot b f purpose of the present law. How ooul<
Sea<l for teatlino·!·!·, f?·»
the «rateni
Sabbath Sehoo
TRAINS LKAVK SOCTH PARIS
days last week.
Preaching «ervlce, 10 40 a. ■
first two sections are as follows:
r J.CHMIT A CO,Tl
the proj>er officials, should govern, bu t the election officials refuse to receiv. 12
«t
Social Κ renin* Meeting. 7 Λ> r. ■
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β
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The South Paris
Section 1.
O. G. Pratt and George L. Farnhan
ill*g the learned justices of our highest cour t such a ballot without examining it : am pr*v*r meeting, Tueariay evening; cla— w·
Sunday only
included). »Α> A. R., 4:40 p. M.
Hall'· Family I'tll· an the be*
dul
evening.
In».
law
ο
Friday
f have apparently decided that in this state
were drawn as traverse jurors Saturday
β IJO Ρ R.
how could they examine it without ν
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S.
E.
otton,
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8:4
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for the March term of court.
organized, in the town of Paris, in ad however, since the adoption of the su lating the present law? Kut even thi. Trwhlnr
A Cert·!· far* fmr fMIMala·.
«erTlce, 10 J5 a. ■·: Sabbath Seho©
p.m.,
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Rev.
of
Ν.
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Mr.
Mills,
Rev. W. Ε
Flagg
Ktrs? Coningllkiul Church.
ing, generating and supplying gas, ο r manner hie ballot shall be counted. Tin t
We believe that the machinery of cast Ko. W, In Maaonfc Hall, Friday Eveeln* on ο
B-o<>ks. 1> D., pastor. Preaching services, 10:4i
Mrs. Ella Pray, who has visited at L electricity, or both, for the purpose ο f exact words in which they declare thi t ing a ballot should »κ· mad»· as simplf tx>f >re full «rime. oxford Royal Arch Chaptei
a. m. and Txw p. r.; Sunday School 12 R.; Y
Ko. » a*«cmlike* Wrlneaday Evening, ο· ο
doctrine are "We are not at liberty t< ami void of technicalities as possible Iteforr fell moon. Oxford Council. R. â ·■ M
y ». C. Κ. at6 p. R.; Church prayer meeting oi ! S. Billings' for some months, returne» I lighting its streets, and also for the pur
Τ .c* lay evening at Τ :3υ o'clock. All, not other
to her home in Providence, R.
Wed pose of selling, distributing and supply seek for the intention of the voters win » vet surrounded with all proper safe m·lav evening. after full iWV n Oxford 1*4·
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J, Ark Marinera. Wertne^ay rrcnlng aIV
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and accomplished officer.
ly men of more than average intelligepce, intermission, which was not reached Company. All seats reserved.
live feet from the ground, is an inch and t<> be studied is Schumann.
debts as are excepted by law from such
After the war he resided at Med way, bound by their oaths. We trust largo until about 11 :.'î0. Dancing was resum- 35 cents.
Two stems apparUncharge.
a half in diameter.
school com- financial and other interests to their ed a little after midnight, and continued
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serving
Dated thl» 29th dajof January, A. D. 1903.
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12,
Lemuel Ciurney.
Thursday evening,
ently grew from the same root. One of
CLARENCE I*. VOTER, Rankrupt.
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No. 18,
Lodge,
them was about 75 feet in length and the
Lemuel Gurney, one of the best known nent in
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
political and Masonic circles, some one is able to advance a better ing for a ball to close.
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at his home in
of
other about 67.
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dealers
J
and was a surveyor for leading
plan, one less likely to thwart the exDistrict ok Maine, hs.
sonic circles for the season.
that town Sunday, Feb. 8, at nearly 77
A Correction.
On this Tth day of Feb., A. D. 1903, on readin land and lumber. In 1ST1 he married pressed will of the voter or work irreThe snow and blow of last week reMr. and Mrs. Frank A. Danforth enafter an illness of several
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minds are not wrought up by politics Λ any ballot with distinguishing mark
strife and their judgments warped an 1 thereon; but we claim that this becanl·
biased by the personal bearings of th β obsolete on the passage of the law ο
different arguments advanced.
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Now it the time

ami

spring
Gingham· for «pring it
and dark «tripe·, ami check».
Some very pretty style· for children'· dreeee», per yard,
Aiao Lace Stripe Gingham·, light colors and white, f*r yd
Silk Ginghams, in color· ami white, all new pattern*,
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CUTTING
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necessary and legitimate
We desire to make a thorough

is sometimes

a

operation
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clothing business.

COUNTER CLEARING SALE
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Winter Goods.
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SUITS, OVERCOATS, ULSTERS,
AT

COATS

38

33

REEFER SALE still

on.

WHOLESALE.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

NORWAY.

PARIS.

SOUTH

cut in

now

"

F.

our

I

"

FUR

of

depth

indicate the

figures

Odd Trousers:

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Cough Remedies You Can Find.

The Two Best

OUR PINE TREE COUGH SYRUP

specially

ake and

It is

valuable for the coughs and colds of children.
gives quick relief.

pleasant

OUR HARVARD COUGH BALSAM

is troubled with
especially recommend in cases where the patient
which
Asthma. It clears the throat and relieves the wheezed-up condition
is so disagreeable.
We guarantee both these Cough Remedies to give satisfaction.
PRICE it) CENTS A BOTTLE.
we

Prepared

and sold

only

the

at

Pharmacy

of

CO.,

A. SHURTLEFF &

F.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

C A STO RIA Fo"iatfc«icud«.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

Λ jrtTZZT

<*

Now is the time to
fiuy a Horse Blanket

ν-Ίίθαρ.

STOCK
I SHALL CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE

STABLE
WINTER
OF
BLANKETS AT VERY

AND
LOW

STREET
PRICES.

JAMES N. FAVOR, Kks°sFsrToHREE,TUCKER
Maine.
Ol Main St., Norway,

Sale
Χ*ΓF.February
Plummer's.
at J.

These Ferbuary Bargains

Boys'

are

only possible at our Store.

$3.98,4.50,7.50,10.00.

Men's Suits

Worth

Suits $1.95 to 3.75.

$5.00

Worth $to

Whether there
below

from, containing

to select

Many lines

are

Suit

one

or

16.00.

to

5.00.

to 12.00.

Overcoat up.

means a cut way
many the price named
the actual
paying, and in some cases below

few

possible profit

to

Worth $2.50

Men's Overcoats $7.50 to 9.00.
or

cost.

Men's Winter Overshirts 39 to 75c.

Worth 50c.

to

$1.00.

Take advantage of this sale and grow rich
We shall be

what

pleased

to see

you during

at our expense.
this sale and show you

doing.

we are

Agents

for the Celeb-ated Queen
Ladies' Boots.

J F. Plu mΓΠΘΓ,
Our

Quality

clothier & FURNISHER,

Crockery Department
HAS A

CLEARANCE SALE!
We offer all

our

left

over

Decorated

Lamps and Shades

at

Two-Tblrde Price,

We

are

English

cloying

Call

N.

out our

"Brown Chimes" stock pattern

Colored Dinner Ware at

TTal f

)'

Committee

good·

Down.

T*l*ph··· II···.

—

..

ÇOC.

THOMAS SMILEY,

"trel"^

»

15c.

Our

of

This it your chance to get

purchase

>

ioc.

Waistings Marked

Worsted

_

..

»ummer.

All

_

Wedtoniday

your Gingham Waiats ami
Our line of I# ce·!
here. The*r are all c«ior*, light

to make up

Dreaae* for

early

Price,
and

buy

a

AO cents

on

the D«llnr.

bargain.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,
SO

SOUTH

Marl&et

PARIS,

Square,

Αι

Ivers k Pond Pianos.

Β I ί 111

HOMEMAKEKS' COLUMN.

•Ο «

OoxTMpoadenoe on topic* of Intereat to the ladl··

The Conservatory Eipnnds.

U «ouclted.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
i
S 1
I
prove Complexion.
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
10 cent»- 25 cent».
is the largest school of music in the
IIIIIIIIIHIHIMMUm
and
its
world,
pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
DO YOU WANT IT?
ΛΛ A a
ever since it was founded in ISM by I)r.
V\/nL· WK AKK SÏVER OUT.
Eben Tourjee.
A postal or telephone to us will bring
Twenty years ago, when the departa supply promptly.
ment of pianoforte instruction was being you
developed, a few Ivers Λ- Pond pianos
were purchased.
Siuce then, as the con«Ol'TH PAKIS, ME.
servatory has expanded, there have
Lime, Hair, Brick,
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A Ice, Coal, Cement,
Sand. Ac.
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers & Pond pianos, making
a total of 2yD.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than -Ό years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

|

SON,

WALKER &

A. W

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1W2.

HT. J. \Y HEELER,
South Paris. Oxford

Agent,

"Pamkitter
t?ie seaman's friend, for cholera,
■amps or chills. It acts like· magic.

Take

No. 440.—Loat Letter·.

and leave skips.
3. Take the central letter from faults
and leave contends.
4. Take the central letter from an
animal and leave a pipe.
5. Take tbe central letter from small
perforated balls and leave couches.
U. Take the central letter from a
masculine name and leave an equal.
7. Take the central letter from an In-

uo

substitute. Price 25c.

λ

441.—Diamond.
1. A letter. 2. To increase. 3. To acknowledge. 4. A naval otllcer. 5. Cer0. Three letters from
tain weapons.

«.

50c.

Sîiîfiiiiic African.

who

··!? '.lln»trat«.t weeklr. I »rs«At Cirι-tide Journal. Term., $3*
f ii'iv
fourni
tL ïk'Ul byall nevrwlealere.

opportunity

S Co.3S,B·0"'·'·'New York
SUNN
Branch Office, >35 V St» Washington, I). C.

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

Picture Frames

But whole? Ah. this can soon be found;
It is a very useful thing.
In every house it does abound;
Tou only need to look around.
Which will it to your memory bring.

strong and who wish an
to learn the shoe busi-

are

No. 443.—Curtailment·.

open to

are

at once to

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

Curtail imaginary and leave a notion.
Curtail passion and leave a tree.
Curtail part of a bird and leave to

gain.

Curtail gentle and leave relation.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

Ko.

Π.

Ο

Ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

m.

οοοοοοοοοο
οοοοοοοοοο
I.—1. Food. 2. A surface. 3. Back.
4. An English nobleman.
II.—1. A tax. 2. A space. 3 A sign
of sadness. 4. An English nobleman.
Central square: 1. An English nobleman. 2 An air or melody. 3. A place
in which to skate. 4. An inland body
of water.
III.—1. A body of water. 2. Related
by blood. 3. Showing a humane dispo-

the nerve
tension that

L. M. TUFTS,

your bHious

causes

SOUTH PARIS.

by overcoming
\our constipation and

headache

[astern Steamship Company.

v* ith

sition.

tendency

bilious

PoKTLAXi» DIVISION.
PdRTLAM» ΛΧ1» BUSTOX Ι.ΙΛ1-'..
lte.orta

Ο

οοοοοοοοοο

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FARE ONLY SI.OO.

Ο

οοοοοοοοοο

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

To See t'on.t hiiiI Interior
X'cw KuglMutl.

R
444.—Combined Squrei.
L

Mouldings KL

Nichols St..

Enigma.

An animal Is 1. 2, 3;
A kitten's called a 7. S. 4;
The 9. 6, 1 you'll find a tree;
The 8. 10. 11 we cannot see
Till winter stops before the door.

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years cf age

A hands
culât i··

7. A letter.

No. 442.—Numerical

Boys Wanted

An*cnc ndtnif η .ketch and description ma*
qui. .lv a-'oiftn ti our vpmioti free whether an
Invent" '< ι. prohnbl·/r deniable. C >mniu>iioi:)<·■;.4tri rlroontWentlal. Handbook on I'atenU
sent free. <>| ·.·« acetic» :\.r «η·ι:γι.:; patent*.
ratent, ik.-i tl.r u.-h Mut'.ti Λ t o. receive
η,· i.tl rurfw»·, without chante, iutho

&

4. Terminations.

No. 445.—rictnre Pnaalea.

"L. f." Atwood's Bitters. |

We Do all Kinds cf....

of

JOB PRINTING.

stcameri» leave Pranklln Wharf, Portland, and
India Wharf, l!o-tou, dally, except Sunday, at
00 Γ M.
Through ticket. N-ue'l an l baggage checke»!
fur New K.rk, Philadelphia and Washlngtou
via all rail and sound lines.
1· relirht nil» alwav» a.* low as other Unes.
All freight via this Hue Insured agaln-t tire
and marine rl>k.
J
P. Liscomb, Agent, Pranklln Wharf,
Portland.
A. Il Hanscom, G. I*. à T. Λ.
C'al»ts Austin, Vke l'res't4 lien'l Manager.
General office., porter'. Wharf, Boston, Mass.

Atwood & Forbes, South Paris.

^AilTDAO

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ç

UflffltnAO &
W.

SUPPLIES !

MAIIH,

P.

t:i Ίλ;η St.. South
Mall orlern

Pari»·.

Mf.

i>poaii>tly Altai.

1. What European river Is here represented?
2. What workman does the picture
describe?

[Crosswords. J

•

X. I said to papa: "Shall I go
And help to shovel off the snow?
1 "With Sam and Mabel let mo work.
For I. indeed, am not a shirk!
1 "Do let me! She enough has
Besides. I'd like a little fun.

If a child is restless in the night, starting suddenly from
sleep, toeing about the bed. grinding the teeth—growing
thin and listless, apparently from loss of rest—the trouble is
A few doses ot that famous old remedy,
worms.

TRIJES

WORM

& And then pa gestured. "You may go."
And off I ran; 1 was not slow.
& And as he said no word to me
I thought it Jolly as could be.
So. 447.—Addition·.

will expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, causing the child to sleep well at ni.'ht, anil, naturally, «ive it a
bright and cheerful disposition throughout the day. Dr.Truc's
Pin Worm Klixir is a purely vegetable remedy that would not
harm the most delicate cliild even if it had no worms. In
50 years.

Sold at stores

generally, 35

Children and Their Diseases free.

Write

Add Ο to delegation and have neglect.
Add Ο to an inclosure and Lave to
unfold.
Add Ο to a large stove and have a
fruit.
Add Ο to banter and have by word of
mouth.
Add Ο to a plural nouu and bave a

Booklet ou
for it.

cents.

us

Dr. J. F. TRl Έ & CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment

for

done;

4. "It ain't a bit too hard tor me;
Just let me try. and you will see."

ELIXIR

Tajw Wurum. Send for

sign.

SALESMEN WANTED

A LOW PRICE
—

OX

lntereete

lu Oxford ami adjacent counties.
Salary or
commission. Address
THE V1C*>U OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland, Ohio

I

—

Carpets I

Wool

our

For the Examination of the
and the fitting of Glasse·
the office of

Eyes

S. RICHARDS

lacks no apparatus, no matter how costly, anil
the glasses »re furnished at a very low price—
considered.

I qaiity

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

THIS

ItE.n Ε II V
I·

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

Corner Main and Danforth

MAINE.

NORWAY,
i:. W. C ΙΙΛ Λ

1>L£K,

Builders' Finish !

I will furnish
SU« or Style at

sure

to

CATARRH

give

Kali^hclion

Ely's Cream Balm
Gives Relief at

it cleanm;*, soothes
and h rale the diseased
It curve
oumbrane.
catarrh
drives
an< 1
iway a cold In the

the stomach.

I have a large stock of new
and Organs, and have
Work
Job
Pianos
and
Planing, Sawing
Match*! Marl Wowl Floor Hoards for (ale.
some nice trades in second
CHV\DLER,
Κ. 1*
hand ins ruments.
Maine

I bave une Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new
for
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for I'iOO, worth -$250.
are better than paint.
One second hand I vers ά Pond piano,
surThey work easy, make a smooth
them to walnut case, for 9930, worth fcJOO.
face, and any one can apply
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumwalls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany ford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is non- great trade.
beautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
One second hand Estey organ at South
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
almost new, for
case.

will

V. M.
2.
No. 436.—Triaugle: 1. Ramrod.
Allen. 3. Mild. 4. Red. 5. On. 0. D.
No. 437.—Diagonal: Skating. 1. S-hin4.
3. Cr-A-cker.
2. S-K-lpper.
lng.
Doc-T-or. 5. Noth-I-ng. 6. Geuul-N-e.

ly, permanently.

01
If Id wuit of any kln<l of Finish for
Pine Lumoutside work, ton·I In your order*
for
Cash.
hand
on
Cheap
ber and Shingle»

your <lealer
Enamel»" at th«

Fourth row, Bcuvenuto Celliui; initials.
King Charles IX. 1. Knob. 2. Isle. 3.
Noun. 4. Gravy. 5. Cake. «». Horn.
10.
S. Route. 0. Lemon.
7. Album.
Epic. 11. Shoe. 12. Nail. 13. Idol. 14.
Notice. 13. Town. 10. Halibut.
No. 433.—Riddlemer^?: Eastern.
Να 434.—Omitted Word: Bill.
No. 435.—Arithmetical l'uzzle: II.

Paris,

Regulates

and tonee

"And how is your wife, major?" "O,
immeuse!" "I know that, of course,
major; but is she quite well?"
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove'· signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.

Brewster—"My ancestors came over
Capen—"Funny,
in the Mayflower."
the
Mayflower
isn't it? Wonder if

One

M'f'g

Spar

Varnish,

Mur:Uo,

Masury's Railroad and Liquid
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

WVTB PiW·,

Ac.,

i'aints.

Igin with,

there is

nothing

to compare

with the table oil-cloth as a labor-saver.
I To begin with the kitchen: After you
I have covered your work table with it,
I line each drawer in the kitchen and
I pantry. The next day I am sure you
I will cover your molding board on both
I sides. Then get the pretty, scalloped
I kind, and use instead of paper on your
I pantry shelves. Oil-cloth will make
I bibs for the children and napkins to put
I under their plates. Pink each piece
I neatly. Put squares of oil-cloth under
I the table-cloth where hot dishes are
I placed. If you use an oil heater, have
I some boards fastened together, cover
I with dark-colored oil-cloth, and place
I castors underneath. Some pieces to
I place under potted plants, when you
I wish them on mantel, piano or windowI ledge, are handy to save the wood-finish.
I Oil-cloth also makes neat wash-stand
I covers and splashers for the servants1 or
I boys' room. It may be used to cover
I the back stairs, and also makes service-

work-aprons or sleeve-protectors.
able
Instead of taking down your screen-

doors next fall, get dark green oil-cloth,
and tack on the doors over the wire with
brass-headed tacks, and you will not be
I ashamed of your storm door.—Ex.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

ΜΑΧΛΒ.Ι 8· h tli

Wheeler,

BILL IXUS

Parie,

BLOCK,

Mrs.

Henpeck—"Ah,

those sad, sad

"

thors who have set down familiar and
flattering inscriptions in his books.
Some carpers have even gone so far
as to hint darkly at a similarity of
handwriting throughout the collection.
He recently purchased a rare edition
of Chaucer, and one evening when a
party was gathered at the house the
precious book was passed from hand
to hand. The owner lost sight of it,
but the next morning he found it lying

AWAY.

Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plainview, Neb.,
writes, "My wife had lung trouble for

his library table.
On the fly leaf was inscribed:
from his old friend and
"To Jack

on

fifteen years. We tried a number
of doctors and spent over a thousand
dollars without any relief. She was very
low and I lost all hope, when a friend
suggested trying Foley's Iloney and Tar,
which I did; and thanks bo to this great
remedy it saved her life. She is stronger
and enjoys better health than she has
We shall never
ever known in ten years.
be without Foley's Honey and Tar and
would ask those afflicted to try it." F.
A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
over

schoolmate, Geof. Chaucer."

It is said that Iiorne Tooke, who excelled in that duellike controversy exhibited by two disputants when pitted
against each other with only the
breadth of a mahogany board between
them, was exceedingly quick and sharp

he made his most
with a smiling
countenance and without seeming effort or emotion.
Replying to a man
who contended that only landowners
should be allowed to vote at elections

deadly thrusts, it

A well known Harvard professor lias a
bright boy, who one day, at the age of
four, appeared in his father's study,
clasping in his hands a forlorn-looking
little chicken, which had strayed from η
neighboring incubator. "Willie," said

lightly

A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm of fire at night is
the brassy cough of croup, which sounds
like the children's death knell and it
means death unless something is done
uuickly. Foley's Honey and Tar never
fails to give instant relief and quickly
Mrs.
cures the worst forms of croup.
P. L. Cordier, of Mannington, Ky.,
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
severe case of croup; the doctor said she
could not live. I got a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar, the first dose gave quick
relief and saved her life." Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

Laxative

•-ti

on

BrorcoQuinine
fol<« t-

remedy tbst

o?<r< a

c

on·

"It's halid sometimes," said Uncle
"to make a boy unnerstan' why
lie should be punished foh fightin' when
Jeffries gits three cheers an' twenty
thousan' dollahs for doin' de same

'(Λ

vvràsïi·-*

I

Wo must go from heated rooms to the
cold outer air, and the change sets us
coughing. Curing winter colds is not
hard if you take Allen's Lung Balsam.
A neglected cold is troublesome and

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Connection.

i

of
Mrs. Baldwin—"That husband
mine is a most careless man. I expect
he'll lose his head some of these days."
Mrs. Bunn—"I see he's lost the next
thing to it—his hair."
Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey
and Tar to their children for coughs and
colds, for it contains no opiates or other
poisons. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin

ex-|

coughs are apt to result in
consumption if neglected. Tlioy can be
soon broken up by using Foley's Honey

at

KrrpliiK ronatnntlr at It 1·
key to Nneeeaiiftil ndvertlnlng.
the

You ennnot spurt much and
Λνΐη. A business career that goes
by fits and starts will not pay so

well lu the long run as a business that follows a course mapped out for It and keeps increasing its advertising us the busidemands it until the maxi-

mum

is

reached.

There le a

maximum for a

small business

beyond which It
or
policy to

Is not economy
Brookline
go.

Agents,

STATU MENT OF THE

Phoenix Insurance Co.,
IIAUTKOUD, CONN

OK

On the 1st

day of January,

1903.

Capital Stocfe of the Company, which H nil
111, I» Î J OOO.OOO.OO.
.SETS

OK

TIIK ΙΌΜ1ΆΝ V

on
ri t

Α Κ Κ AS

FOLLOW*

:

....

<6,4117,612 H
*2.000,000 00
and

396,429 60
2,'SA,214 .Ή

128,045 00
1 ,:i37,923 23

Total Assets?..
i(i 497,012 14
D. W C. SKILTON, President.
EDWARD M IL LIU AN, Secretary.

SHURTLEFF cfc OO., Agonte.

p.

Quaker Home

A

STATK OK CONNECTICUT,
I
County ok IIaktkoud.
llAUTKoiiD. January 8th, 1903.
Personally appeare l D. W. C. Stilton, Presiof said
dent, and Kdward ΜΙΙΜκ'ΐη,
I'lmnlx Insurance Company, and made oath to
the truth of the foregoing Statement, by them
subscribed, according to their best knowledge
and belief.
Before me,
EDWARD 15. COOK, Notary Public.
Kkkki.and IIowk, Norway,
(
Aktiilh E. Mokuiison, Rumforil Kails, j AKcnts.

j

Secretary,

over

DEC. 31, 1902.

all

Ιο M

64,247 99
525,887 37

18.6Λ1 72

f5,'741,310 Kl

—

Our columns furnish the key
to Hucccssful advertising in
this community.

Oeering

Surplus,

15,744,340 8)

see

the

Ideal Mower,

Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

and Wa'ter A. Wood

Harvesting|

Machinery,

Machines,

bargains.
lways on
woods I
times. [

have heavy team and
or8e8 on hand for sale at all
'our pairs of heavy horses acclimated.
W. J. WHEELER.
Ε. M. THAYER.
South Paris, Me., Oct 20.
We

27H 628 44

#2,708,787 32
60»,ooo on
2,535,553 48

Farmers'
Attention !

We also

HORSES.

31, 1902
♦ 2.10.220 32
2,11*1,938 56

Liabilities,

Don't fail to

RANGE

$ 60,000 00
4,9011,172 03
160,371 1!)

W. J. Wheeler & Co,, Agents,
South Paris, Maine.

Chronicle.

and colds down to the very
jorderland of consumption, yield to the
influences of Dr.
1 loothing healing
iVood's Norway Pine Syrup.

Honey and Tar cures the
I ( Foley's
ough caused by an attack of the grippe,
A. Shurtleff &
with J t heals the lungs. F.
.( Jo. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

$1,<J35 545 70

Sou'h Paris, Maine.

Total Liabilities and

Coughs

J J >row."

surplus

W. J, Wheeler & Co.,

Surplus

that."

Lawyer—"And so you kissed her on I
;he doorstep, did you?" Witness—"No,
iir; It was in the vicinity of the left eye-

(Mi

200,(*i«ni
182,315 01

liabilities,

d

Tot;.l liabilities aud

Total
Cash Capital

ness

|

acting I forgot I
3verything about me. I see nothing but
my role. The public disappear entirely."
Friend—"I don't wonder

Surplus

$ 653.23ο

over u

LIABILITIES DEC.
N'et Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities

Orin

am

Total
Cash Capital

2x3 34

84,5871»

Total Adndltcd Assets

Winter

Actor—"When I

Vet unpaid losses,
Unearned Premiums,
VII the:· liabilities,

ASSETS

|

and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Stevens, Oxford.

.....$1,035,545 70
31, 1002.
$ 70.359 40

Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and Hank,
Hills Receivable
Interest accrued
Uncollected Premiums
All other Asset»

Be. Mrs. Newrocks I
"I'm determined that Cynthin's debut
shall pass off with great eclat." Mr.,

Maria,

600 16

....#1,030,4*3 7"
3,U3$ 00

of Americi.

Steveue, Oxford.

eclat,

17

E

Queen Insurance Co.

|

Thought It Might

copy.

# 737.530 00
147.432 82
1,178 7!»
152,541 '.«>

llank

Liabilities
Surplus

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone

$083,677

specimen

BRANCH OF THE

Set

NASH,

dangerous.

Newrock—"What's

surplus,

I
Lkwis, Fryebnrg,
I'HINCK, BUCKMCLU, *

free

agricultural press. The price is #1.00 per
can secure it
year, but if you like it you
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only £-.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

♦312,288 87
$371,263 87

Total
all liabilities

over

card and send to The New-

The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the

31, 1802.
$806,56S 22
5,69565

Cash Capital
Reserve for Outstanding houses
deserve for Ite· Insurance.
Ilescrve for all other Claims

BALSAM

Clean»»» and btautifi·» 111· hair.
I'romolcj a luxuriant growth.
Sever Full· to Restore Gray
I Hair to lti Youthful Color,
Cure· icilp dnea«i ft hair falling.

J. WALDO

a

....1683,677 17

Assets,

postal

a

York Tribune Farmer, New.York City, for

24,324 (j7
16,013 75
2,823 75

LI V11ILITIK8.

^^tOCjOndiruOaMJnjiii^^^

thing."

oF

Hand, In liitnk, anil with
.........$1,076 "43 TO
State .Stocks anil lt<>n .s,
11,600 00
Hartford hank Sticks
.V3,4*000
MUceli u eou-i Bank Stocks
471.637 00
and Bonds
099,962 5n
Corporation stock*
"
"
"
Railroad
2,768,!®* 76
Coiintv, City and Water Bon'ls
3n3,095 00
Ileal Estate,
415,690 32
Loans on ollataml,
oo
·<4
I.onus on Ileal Estate
88,036 75
Accumulated Interest and Rents
44,595 12

PARKER'S

KAIR

Buy

$14,230 00

Total Cash A seels

^>.v

Facsimile Signature

80,010 (10
1,000 00
.....543,725 00

LIABILITIES DEC.

Tilt: A

|

Eben,

pense?"

31, 1902.

Admitted assets,

The

Optician.

|

;

For Over
Thirty Years

and Loss OF SLEEP.

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent

STATEMENT

Gross assets,
Deduct items uot admitted

Λ χι1

day

ness

and

or Trial Size 25c.
by all who have tried It.

All other assets,

Cash

genuine

Apsrfect Remedy forConstipa-

Γιοη, Sour Slouyich, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions, Feverish

SIMPLE

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1002.

HILLS,

τ»Μβ*

*

HumSfdrheifitJ &mr
Uirtfsry>*ft rUmr.

Aachen & Munich Fire
Insurance Co.

NORWAY, MAINE,

every box of the

α

Small

V. S.

Kidney complaint kills more people brought
house."
than any other disease. This is due to them In the
Doan's Kidney Tills sold nt all drug
the disease being so insidious that it gets
Iluf*
stores: 50 cents. J-Y icr-Mllburn Co.,
a pood hold on tho system before it is fale. V. Y
Cure
will
recognized.
Foley's Kidney
prevent the development of fatal disease
if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

have your cake is to

'fficriannk-Satl*

Off*.
thc ct*T»un comp*^*. ncw vo**

TROUBUONCHLVL
BLES.
Medium Size 50c.
Large Bottles $1.00.

A. F.
C. II.

out.
so severe as to make me cry
about Doan's Kidney Pills, and procured
& ('o.'s drug
some from E. W. Thompson
my
store, on Main street. They helped
time reback Immediately, and In a short
taken
have
I
trouble.
the
of
lieved me
Doan's Kidney I'llls at Intervals during
an attack of
the last five years, when I felt
always
backache coming on,; and. they without
Instant rellwf. I am never

Jeweler and Graduate

♦

NEW YORK

all

Total llabllltle- and

I

|

In
Use

tilx .H'mnA
KsktUt U*
Anixt· Setd

Is

COLD, 1IEAYY COLI>,

Surplus

WashΜγη. C. F. Goodnow, living nt 143
Conn., says:
ington street. New Itritaiu.
189(1,
"I pave α testimonial In December, Pill*,
touching the merits of Donu's Kidney
I h:«l been
and In the statement snid thai
for
bothered with my back and kidneys but
over thirteen years, not constantly,
In
settled
when I caught cold It generally
lame and sore. Often
my back, making it
was
back
of
my
small
the pain through the
reail

Miss Gushby—"O, Mr. Jones, won't
you take a chance? "We're getting up a
raffle for an old lady who is as poor—"
Mr. Slim (interrupting) "Excuse me,
ladies, but I would prefer—er—some
rich young widow."

HmtfJati Seat

Balsam

It never fails to enro

ev- Stocks and Bon is
relieve a bad back and cure it—cure
Cash In Otllce and
from Hills Receivable
disorder,
bladder
and
ery kidney
Airents* Balances
backache to diabetes.

Queen Isabella had just offered to
pledge lier jewels. "But why part with
them?" suggested the practical Ferdinand. "Why not go on tho stage and
lose them?" Giving the matter to the
ro.val press agent, the necessity of any
sacrifice was obviated.

êwA

Lung

LIABILITIES DEC.
Unearned Premiums
All other liabilities,

Kidney Pills

The Kind You Hive Always Bought

Remedy

Allen's

Admitted

Doan's

b Vm For Over 30 Yeare.

«ignature is

The Surest

Ca b In office and Bank,
Agents* Balances
Interests and Rents,...

should learn

Been the

rhis

4

Bears the
of

1

1

Always Bought

/<♦*i'pt tffHdûrSÀKUELPtTCHKR

JAMES S. WRIGHT.
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the cause of
backache
and the cure.
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lmmi*l!at"lv.
Jan. iOth, 1803.
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Real Estate

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

adeeelhetit

of the

administrator

LEONARD HARDY, late of Paris.
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
•omis as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
W -dred to nresent the same for settlement, aud
tl! Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay

Mottirage Loans,
(Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds

to attend to
daily duties
with a

to Mother*.
Mjefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
• safe end Mr· remedy for Infante end children,

The
eat it.

appointed

duly

en

«state of

Kind You Have

Signature

Promotes Digcstion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I

The
■m

Traders and Mechanics Mutual Instance Co., of Low-ll, Mass.

housework—

Important

ting (he Stomachs and Bowels

NOTICE.
The subacrlber hereby gives notice that he I
bus been iluly appointed administrator of the
e-tate of
JAMES K. HARRIS, late of Browntleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
1
bunds as the law directs. All persons havInK
demands airalnst the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present tbe same for settlement, anu I
all Indebted thereto are requested to n.ake pay
ment Immediately.
JAY L. FRINK.
Jan. 20th, 1908.

Endorsed

Hard for any
woman to do

In Doubt.—"Do you think that the
theatrical profession leads to unhappy
marriages?" "I have never been able to
decide," answered the manager, "whether a
stage career leads to divorce or
whether divorce leads to stage career."

AYeçdable Prcparationfor Assimilai ingitic Food andRegula-1
of

EGAS.

EDWARD J.

ANNUAL

Messrs. Ely Bros.—I commenced using
your Cream Balm about two years ago
for catarrh. My voice was somewhat
thick and my hearing was dull.
My
hearing has been fully restored and my
a
I
am
clear.
become
has
quite
speech
teacher in our town.
L. G. Brown, Granger, O.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at ">0 cts.
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren
St., New York.

I The

NOTICE.
The subscrllter hereby gives notice that he has
lieen iluly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
l-LlZAKfc.Til Λ. DAVIS, late of Denmark, in
tbe County of· xfonl, deceased. All persons bavin* demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto ore requested to make

suggested
it cured mc right awav.—Somervill
(Muss.) Journal.

RECOVERED SPEECH AND HEARING.

For Infants and Children.

last will and testament of

LOUISE .1. GURKEY, late of Sumner, In the
County ol Oxford, deceased. All persons naving
demands against the estate of aald deceased are
desired to present the aame for settlement, aud
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Jan. aotb, U03.
LUCIEN M. ROBINSON.
ΝΛΙΙΓΜ MOORE,Agent.

Effective.
BJenks—Do you believe in the possibility of the cure of disease by suggestion ?
BJinks—Why, certainly. I was feeling pretty sick last week and my wife
that I go to a doctor, an·'

WOMEN'S
WOES.

CUSTOM

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
baa been duly appointed executor of tbe

I have fallen by my levity V"—Saturday
Evening Post.

"It is your aim, of course," said his
intimate friend, "to make people think."
"No," replied the popular lecturer, in a
burst of confidence, "my business is to
make people think they think—or, rather, to make them think I think they
think."

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
» cold In one day.
Price 25 oenta.

Have ready a frying pan héated,
with a little butter in it; turn in the eggs,
run a fork under them lightly several
times until they begin to dry, then mix
with the
gently through and through
fork until they are dry. Season with
before
taking from
salt and pepper just
These
the pan. Serve immediately.
One cup-1
are very light and good.
ful of bread crumbs or cracker crumbs
added to' the eggs will make them go
further, and the eggs will be as light I

was

be said, "Pray tell me how many acres
does it take to make a wiseacre?"
When asked by George III. whether he
ever played cards, he replied, "I canη
not, your majesty, tell a king from
knave." What can lie more uniquely
comic than his saying to his brother:
"You and I, my dear brother, have inverted the laws of nature. You have
risen in the world by your gravity, and

his father, sternly, "take that chicken
back to its mother." "Ain't dot any
inudder, answered Willie. "Well, then,
take it back to its father," said the professor, determined to maintain parental
"Ain't dot any fadder,"
authority.
said the child; "ain't dot anythin' but
an old lamp!"

(

mixed.

When

at retort.

IfΟΤΙ CE.
The subset Hier hereby gives notice that bel
has been duly appointed executor of tbe last 1
will and testament of
HARKIKT Κ. CROCKER, late of Paris,
In tbe Couuly of Oxford, deceased, and given I
All persona having
lion.in ae tbe la» directe.
demands against the estate of aald deceased are
desired to present the aame for settlement, and
all Indchuin thereto are requested to make pay·1
ment Immediately.
G EO. A. WILSON.
Jin. -.Hth, 1!*W.

payment Immediately.
Jan 2><th, 1U03.

Wit of Home Toolte.

|

Mr Hen- and nice as when used alone.—Ex.
words, 'It might have been.'
peck (feebly)—"That's all right, my
a rich color to pies wet
dear; but they're not in it with those. To give
sweet milk before baking.
■«!■«· sad, aad words, 'It was.'
"

graphs.
Indeed, tin· envy and sometimes the
skepticism of his friends have been excited by the number of successful au-

"Gracious, Mr. Ilalton, you have eaten
all the birdseed." "You don't say? I
beds feel after one is used to feathers
thought it was a new breakfast food."
and springs, but make up your mind to
in
benefit
the
Only one remedy in the world that
it, and you will soon tind
refreshing sleop. A warm bath before will at once stop itchiness of the skin in
A
restful
sleep.
any part of 4he body; Doan's Ointmont.
retiring will insure
cold bath on rising will insure one against At any drug etore, 50 cents.
taking cold, and also sweeten the temDearborn—"Did you ever win a prize I
per. For catarrh bathe the forehead
with ice-cold water for five or ten min- at a lottery? Wabash—"No, and I've
married four times."
been
the
To withstand
utes in the morning.
summer heat, take a cold bath, and wet
Dress is a poor index. Many a young I
the top of the head. There is nothing
man is not so bright as his necktie would
for
out
and
inside
pim- make it
like cold water
appear.
ples, poor circulation and "that tired
water at
cold
drink
do
not
but
feeling;1'
STOPS THE COUGH

Miss Loved—"Father, when you refused him consent to marry me did he
meal-time.—Ex.
get on his hands and knees and plead?"
Irate Father—"How do I know?" I
To Use Up Egg Yolks.
couldn't see where he lit"
Take the yolks, and break one or more
The most reliable preparation for kid- whole eggs with them. This is not to
ie Foley's be done if eggs are scarce, but a few
uey troubles on the market
Add one
Kideny Cure. F. A. Shurtleff it Co. whites make this dish better. and
beat
Or in Stevens, Oxford.
tablespoonful of sweet cream,
with a silver fork until all are

second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for φ4<1·
brought over anything but ancestors?"
•ame price as ordinary paint.
"How
to
KKKK Color caril and our booklet,
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
FurKeturnleh the Home W lthout Buying New
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best for
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
no
niture."
croup and whooping cough, contains
that cost $125, for 65.
Careful
Co.,
and cure· quickly.
Made by Heath ά Milligan
One second hand square piano, a nice opiates,
Chicago.
mothers keep it in the house. F. A.
worth $140.
one. for 113,
Shurtleff <£ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and

Uses of Table Oil-Cloth.
Considering the trilling outlay to be-

The following story, told by the
Washington Post, lends us to wonder
which to condemn llrst, the. boaster or
his critics. It concerns a certain man
who line :i large collection of auto-

DOLLTRS^niROWN

A THOUSAND

I covers.

ïs£1ïScUiiJ'.J5C0LP|i» HEAD

Also Window ά Door Frames.

Don't pay fancy prices when
furnish you "Satsuma Interior

the Pussier.

Key
Να 431.—Word Squares; I.—1. Lathe.
2. Again. 3. Taint. 4. Hinge. 5. Enter. II.—1. Rush. 2. Area. 3. Seal. 4.
Halt.
No. 432.—Illustrated Double Acrostic:
to

When tiny worn spots come to light
ι
I in a favorite black or dark colored silk
I umbrella, they can be mended neatly by
I covering the place with black silk courtI plaster. Cut the plaster in little round
pieces slightly larger than the holes to
I be mended, moisten and apply on the
I inside of the open cover. If the umI brella is saturated in a heavy shower,
I the courtplaster must be applied once
I more. Incidentally it is allowing an
I umbrella to dry while it is closed
I and lie away in the folds which causes
I these tiny cracks and holes in the cover.
I A still better way to mend these worn
I places, if one cares to take the extra
I trouble, is to darken with black ink a
I glue which you know will defy moisture.
I Only a small quantity need be darkened.
I Apply this in a thin coat to some black
Isilkcutout quite a little larger than is
I necessary for the courtplaster. Apply
I on the inside of the umbrella with the
I umbrella open and set it aside still open
I to dry. In this way one can make an
I umbrella last much longer than if the
I holes are neglected.
It certainly proves economical to purI chase a good umbrella with a quiet
I natural wooden handle whose appearance
I is always dainty and refined, for the
I cover can be Renewed for a dollar, a good
I frame and handle outwearing many

I Sound Sleep and Cold Water.
When one is working hard it pays to
Grace.
I tike live minutes to lie flat on the floor,
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas Eclectric
I close the eyes, relax every muscle, and
Oil. At your druggist's.
I forget all cares. Most beds are too soft
protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Ku 11 Size, jo cents, at I'rugI for deep, dreamless sleep. Take the
;;l-t.-> or by mull. Trial size 10 cents, by mail.
Worry makes everybody thin except I springs off, and sleep on your back,
New
York.
Warren
ELY BKoTUfcRS, 5ti
Street,
fat people who worry over their fatness. I without a pillow. If you must sleep on
I your side, use a pillow, but train yourDyspepsia—bane of human existence. I self to push it aside and lie on the back
cures
It, prompt- I as soon as possible. I know how hard
Burdock Blood Bitters

POORS αη<1 WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

West Sumner.

Add Ο to a quill und have sentiment.
Add Ο to a pronoun and have to be
Indebted.

7. Glowlu-G.
No. 43S.—Decapitatious: It-eel. G-lad.
C-are. Black. B-land. F-lre. S-even.

one·.

Umbrella Mending.

ι

\u. -140.—Cuncralrd Central Acrostic.
And still the snow is falling fast;
'Tis growing deep; 1 hope 'twill lust.

use

shaped

The central letters will spell the name
of a noted philosopher.
1. Take the central letter from mails
and leave cooking utensils.
2. Take the central letter from ring·

taste.

Dressmaking.
lengthened by a slightly

Skirts may be
Kind at the foot of the skirt. It
may be of the skirt material or of contrasting cloth, or of velvet, and it may
be plain or stitched, and the upper edge
A shaped
may be trimmed if desired.
flounce may be used for the same purpose, made of lining and covered with
eliKhtly fulled bias rutfles of the material or of velvet. One very pretty skirt
was remodeled by a narrow front gore
extending to form a hip-yoke, and a
shaped flounce covered by three bias
rutiles extending from the front gore to
the back. The joining of the skirt to
the yoke and front gore was covered with
silk passementerie, and the ruffles were
beaded with the same. The skirt material was green cheviot, the yoke, front
gore and ruffles of green velveteen.
The new skirts, are, as oeual, variations of the old cuts. There are circular
skirts, double and triple skirts, skirts
with ruffles at the foot, in the middle,
and all over, and skirts of gores from
three to eleven; but of all these kinds
the seven-gored and five-gored skirts
are the ones always used, the most
economical to cut, the easiest to remodel,
and consequently best for the home
dressmaker.
They are rather loose below the hips,
but careful fitting is still necessary. The
day when "anybody could make a skirt"
has long since passed, and will not return. Select a pattern of the correct
waist-measure, unless the hips are large
in proportion, in which case buy from
the hip-measure, because it is easier to
deepen the seams at the waist line than
to'let them out over the hips. Make the
pattern correct in length by turning up
evenly at the foot to shorten it, and continuing the seam-lines in the same direction to lengthen it. If the skirt needs
to be cut very much shorter, lay two or
three very tiny folds across the pattern
just above the knees.
Cut exactly as the pattern directs.
Mark the notches, so as to make sure of
joining the edges that belong together.
Beginning at the waist, pin the seams;
taking care not to stretch the bias edges,
then baste the seam—as deep as the patthe stitch onetern directs—making
fourth of an inch long.
Stitch and press the"! back seam, and
make the placket (skirt-closing) very
neatly. Stitch the other seams after the
first fitting.
Cut the waist-band from any strong
lining material, not too thick, and always straight on the length. The length
of the cloth is stronger and stretches
The size
less than a crosswise cut.
should be one inch more than the waist
Add to this the width of the
measure.
underlap in the placket and enough to
turn in to make a neat finish at the ends.
The one inch added will be taken up by
the thick seam and the machine-stitching. Try on the skirt. Pin in proper
position at the waist-line in front, then
pin at the hip-line in the back. Be very
sure to make the skirt easy over the hips,
otherwise it will spread open in the back
Pin each seam to
as soon as unpinned.
the waist line. Be careful to make them
come straight up from the bottom, and
Notice
not slanting toward the back.
whether the seams need to be deepened
from the waist to the hip; but remember
that considerable fullness may be sewed
into the waist-band without seeming to
be full when it is worn, and also remember that tight fitting over the hips always shortens the skirt at the sides, and
nothing can be uglier than that. Now
pin the band around the waist, and mark
where the seams should be placed.
Take oft the skirt, and press the seams,
baste to the band, and try on again to
prove the work. Stitch the band,, and
then try on to get the proper length.—
Woman's Home Companion.

No. 430—Me«a*ram.
I am In the country.
Change my
bead, and I become a toy. Change it
again, aud 1 become an encounter.
Change It again, and I become Idle
talk.

No.

(ΓΚΗΗ Y UATI.y)

Tear:

Home

sect and leave a common verb.
8. Take the central letter from a kind
of cement and leave the top of the
head.

Me.

County,

Bdltor HOMKMAKXX"

COLCiur, Oxford Democrat. Parla. Maine.

PII I C SSB»I 1L.L.KJ

Addrea·:

HI m Frlrnd Geoff rex·

to the Limit.
Several years ago a southern Kansas
politician who had an excellent reputation for not paying his debts found himself a defendant in a lawsuit. He employed Archie Williams, now general attorney for the Union Pacific, to defend
After
him. Williams won the case.
the verdict for the defendant was returned, the politician asked Mr. Williams
the amount of his fee.
"It is $200," said Williams.
"Great Scott, Archie," said the politician, "that isn't enough. Why, you
earned $1,000, and you must make out
your bill for that amount.1'
"No, I won't do it," replied Williams.
"I am too poor a man. Two hundred ie
all I can afford to lose."

Up

have

Rakes,
A good
hand.

Second

Hand

etc., at good
line of repairs

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

with the patent revertable flue

saves

fuel.

•

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.
Extracting Teeth.

Extracting teotli is the operation

most

frequently performed by dentists, and is
ilso the operation most commonly
bungled. Therefore the most dreaded.
By the use of Our New Loral
4ιιΐΓ*(Ιι<Ίίο we can extract teeth

PAINLESSLY.
We also use Ether and Chloroform,
when desired, if admissible.

Hemember,

onr

Artificial Teeth

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

are

perfect reproduction of
he teeth nature Rives. They are conducted and adjusted skillfully, and.
îatural and a

pith consideration for the natural exgeneral contour of the face.

iression and

CHAS. L.

BUCK,

Axe Handles. 10 to
30 cents.

THE DENTIST,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

On Crown and Bridge Work our experience, skill and superior mechanical
icilities help us to excel.
Telephone 106-2.
Can work in evening if desired.

Hobbs' Variety Store,
NORWAY,

ME.

